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Litigation Committee Formed
Hospital Board Takes Action
•To Speed Up Work;Discusses Suit
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Reporter
In an 'effort to speed up the com-
pletion of construction of new facilities
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
the hospital board voted unanimously
Thursday night to take whatever action
is necessary to get immediate attention
from the contractor, Hartz-Kirkpatrick
Construction Co. of Owensboro.
Harold Hurt, board member, was
appointed chairman of a committee to
look into the possibility of litigation
against the contractor or the architect,




Local authorities are looking for a
person or persons circulating checks on
Parkers Market in Murray that are
signed with a fictitious first name,
using the last name of Parker on the
signature line.
Authorities say most of the checks
are made payable to a "Dianne L.
Hancock" or "Dianne Hancock" and
are marked for labor.
A spokesman for Calloway County
Sheriff's Department said today at
least four of the checks have been
returned.
The checks are described by an of-
ficial with Bank of Murray as dark
yellow. "They do not have the Bank of
Murray routing and transit number on
them or Parker's Market account
number and business address on
them," a bank official said.
Officials point out a check cutter was
used to cut the amount and the
remainder of the check is written in
longhand.
Persons who have questions about a
Parker's Market check can call the
bookkeeping department at Bank of
Murray on contact the Calloway County
Sheriff's Department.
Associates of Paducah. Calloway
County Judge-Executive Robert 0.
Miller, Mayor Melvin Henley, and
board member James Garrison were
named to the committee with Hurt.
Hospital Administrator Stuart Poston
recommended that the board withhold
payment of the $62,000 bill the con-
tractor most recently sent because,
Poston said, the contractor is ex-
tremely behind the completion
schedule and appears to have a lack of
interest in the completion. The board
approved this recommendation and
voted that no more payments be made
until further action is taken by the
board.
It was also decided to have the
University of Kentucky Law School
brief the hospital's contract with the
contractor to see if the hospital may sue
for liquidated damages at the end of
phase one of the construction program
or if they must wait until the end of the
project.
In other action, the board approved a
25-cent per hour wage increase for
hospital employees that will be applied
across the board. This increase will go
into effect Nov. 1. It is hoped that this
increase will lessen the turnover rate
and attract greater numbers of
qualified personnel to the hospitaL
It was announced that a committee
had - been appointed by the executive
committee to consider an alternate,
permanent method of financing the
medical arts building.
In addition, the board approved
linkage of the hospital's blood bank
with the Western Kentucky Blood
Center. This linkage was suggested by
the American Association of Blood
Banks to give a back-up system to the
local bank to borrow blood in case of an
emergency.
Poston pointed out that the local
hospital has not had to purchase
commercial blood for the past four
years.
The Western Kentucky Blood Center
has a van that will be in Murray on Oct.
9-10. This center will provide the labor
and supplies for blood donations, and
the local bank will pay them back by
sharing the blood given.
Poston also reported that an
anesthesiologist, Dr. Tandon, will begin
his practice in Murray on Oct. 16.
In other action taken at last night's
board meeting:
— The board voted to purcha
sheetrock for $3,500 and store it on the
third floor of the medical arts building.
This was done because of the difficulty
in getting the sheetrock to the third
floor of the building when this floor is
scheduled for completion within twO to
five years.
— Board members were told of a
$1,190 donation by the Sigma Depart-
ment of the Murray Woman's Club to
the Infant Care Unit of the hospital.
This money was from proceeds of the
annual Charity Horse Show jointly
sponsored by the Sigmas and the
Murray Rotary Club.
— The board was informed that eight
people from the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare stayed two days
at the local hospital conducting a
validation survey. HEW selects two
hospitals in the state to validate the
findings of the Joint Commission of
Accreditation of Hospitals. No obvious
deficiencies were noted.
-- Poston informed the board
members that the average length of
stay for the hospital had dropped from
6.2 days last year to 5.4 days this year.
Syrians Tell Vance He's Not
Wanted In That Mideast Country
DAMASCUS, Syria (AP) — The
Syrian government announced today it
was indefinitely postponing Secretary
of State Cyrus R. Vance's visit to
Damascus to discuss the Camp David
accords with President Hafez Assad.
The announcement said the visit was
postponed because the three-day-old
summit meeting here of hard-line Arab
leaders would continue through Ole
weekend, when Vance was supposed to
have been in Damascus. It said Assad
has apologized to Vance about the
abrupt change in plans.
The summit meeting here of Arab
leaders opposed to Egyptian Preaident
Anwar Sadat's unilateral peace
initiatives was convened specifically to
adopt a new strategy to prevent the
implementation of the Camp David
accords.
In earlier statements, Syrian officials
said Assad had agreed to receive Vance
out of courtesy, in response to a specific
request from Carter.
There was no immediate explanation
of any likely additional reasons behind
the last-minute cancelation of the visit.
Vance wound up his talks with Saudi
Arabian leaders today, still uncertain
whether they will support the Camp
David peace accords. His Mideast
McBrayer Promises 'Positive
Campaign' In Murray Visit
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Reporter
Democratic gubernatorial hopeful
Terry McBrayer was in Murray
yesterday during his second stint
through Kentucky seeking to verify
support for his campaign.
McBrayer, who visited the noon
Rotary meeting while he was in town,
mid that he now feels after meeting
with civic and government leaders that
his support is verified and that he will
announce within the next month.
The former commissioner of com-
merce, a native of Greenup County who
now lives in Lexington, stated that he
was mainly interested in verifying his
support in western Kentucky and
Louisville during his two trips through
the state. He covered 120 counties in 120
days during his first schedule and now
has 15 days left in his 70-day second
stint.
McBrayer, who was in Lyon County
for breakfast yesterday and was on his
way to Trigg County last night, in-
dicated that he will wage a "very
positive campaign, not negative or
critical in any way."
He stated that education would be the
main thrust of his campaign. "I am
very interested in the quality of
education in the state. We need to get
back to basics and teach children how
to read, Write, and add before we use
the modernistic approaches,"
McBrayer stated.
"Today's schools need to turn out a
better finished product — people who
can fill out job applications and balance
checkbooks," he continued.
McBrayer, a lawyer who served 10
years in the Legislature and two years
as commissioner of commerce, stated
that government needs to be run more
like a business.
"State govecnment has become big
business. It takes a person with the
background, education, and experience
to handle this business. It also requires
a person with enthusiasm for the future
of Kentucky.
"We need to start at the bottom and
pay state workers a decent wage. We
now have state workers on food stamps
and that's a disgrace," McBrayer
continued.
McBrayer concluded by saying, "if
hard work will win the campaign, then
we've got it won."
POLITICAL HOPEFULS — Democratic gubernatorial hopeful Terry McBrayer, right, speaks with Mancil Vinson of
Murray, left, who hopes to announce soon for commissioner of agriculture. McBrayer, who said he will announce
his candidacy for governor within a month, was in Murray yesterday to attend the Rotary Club luncheon during his
second tour of the state to assess his support.
'I
Staff Photo By Debbie N e,
mission was being shadowed by a two-
man Arab "rejectionist" team trying to
wreck the U.S. initiative.
Soviet President Leonid I. Brezhnev,
meanwhile, reiterated his nation's
opposition to the Camp David plan,
calling it a "separate deal" between
Egypt and Israel that produced
-nothing but the illusion of a settlement
NM can only make the situation in the
Widdie East even more explosive."
Brezhney commented in a speech in the
southern Soviet Union.
Vance, after a working lunch with
Prince Sultan, the acting Saudi foreign
minister, said he and the Saudis over
two days held "discussions in depth
that were absolutely essential." But, as
in Jordan earlier this week, he reported
no commitments.
Vance's next and last stop, Syria,
already is committed to rejection of the
new IsraeliEgyptian agreements.
Speaking privately, American of-
ficials said they were not discouraged
with the trip thus far and that they
would continue to push for at least an
Arab willingness to let the Camp David
plan go forward.
INFANT CARE DONATION — Judy Muehleman, president of the Sigma
Department of the Murray Woman's Club, presents a check for $1,190 to
be used in the Infant Care Unit of the hospital to Stuart Poston, Murray-
Calloway County Hospital administrator. The money was from the
proceeds of the Charity Horse Show, jointly sponsored by the Sigmas and
the Murray Rotary Club.
MENTAL HEALTH DONATION —
Staff Photo By Debbie N. Lee
Keith Hays, right, 1Tairman of the
Murray-Calloway County Mental Health-Mental Retardation Association,
receives a check for $1,190 from Judy Muehleman, president of the Sigma
Department of the Murray Woman's Club. The money is from the
proceeds of the annual Sigma-Rotary Club Charity Horse Show.
Staff Photo By Debbie tee
Hunt's Father Pays For Vehicles
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Con-
tending that publicity has affected the
health of members of his family, the
father of former state Democratic
chairman Howard "Sonny" Hunt has
sent the state a $1,300 check in payment
for two state vehicles transferred to
himself and his grandson.
The action occurred more than three
weeks ago and the money already has
been deposited with the state treasurer,
Finance Department Attorney Charles
Wickliffe confirmed Thursday.
Asked why it had not been revealed
earlier and for more details, Wickliffe
declined comment.
News representatives obtained
copies of the check and a covering
letter, both dated Aug. 28 and sent by
inside today 
James G. Sheehan ,Jr., a Danville
lawyer, who said he represents Howard
P. Hunt Sr., the father, and Allan Hunt,
the son of the former Democratic
chairman.
The matter involves the transfer of a
1972 Ambassador sedan to "Sonny"
Hunt's mother. Mrs, Bebe F. Hunt of
Danville, in January 1976 and a 1970
International Scout, a fourwheel drive
vehicle, obtained later by Allan.
The senior Hunt, a Kentucky Racing
Commission employee, said he paid
$300 for one of the cars, but no record
has been found by the state.
State Auditor George Atkins released
an audit report weeks ago that charged
a state law was violated in disposition
of the vehicles.
The state attorney general's office
subsequently investigated and turned
One Section --20 Pages
In observance of National Hunting and Fishing Day set
this year Sept. 23, The Murray Ledger Si Times today
features a special pull-out section detailing the day and
local activities related to it.
Also today, sports editor Tony Wilson brings readers up-




Slowly clearing this aftesnotin
and becoming clear tonight.
Mostly sunny and mild Saturday.
Highs today and Saturday in the
low and mid 70s. Lows tonight in
the low and mid 50s.
Kentucky extended Forecast
Fair Sunday with just a chance
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its material over to Franklin Com-
monwealth Attorney Ray Corns, who
now is studying that report.
Corns has obtained an extension until
next month of the current Franklin
County grand jury and has indicated
the entire case will be aired again.
"One of the results of the recent
publicity concerning the purchase by
my clients.. .has been a pattern, of
harassment from the media upon
members of the family of my- two
clients," Sheehan said without
elaboration.
"This harassment has now (affected)
the health of my clients' family."
TVA Calls Off
Power Emergency
KNOXVILLE. Tenn. (AP) - The
Tennessee Valley Authority today
cancelled a four-day-old power
emergency declared because of Nit
weather.
TVA spokesman Lee Sheppeard said
today the situation has eased because
several TVA power units that were
down earlier this week are back on line
and because temperatures have
moderated.
"We expect a much better situation
today," he said.
During the past four days, TVA ha,
reduced voltage by 5 percent to stretch
available power supplies.
Unusually high temperatures this
week coupled with mechanical failures
at several* TVA generating plants left
the seven-state utility with insufficient
power from its ovnt plants to meet peak
demands in the late afternoons and
evenings.
Sheppeard said all of the units with
the exception of one at Browns Ferry
which is down for annual maintenance
should be in service today.
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"Young lady Chatterley" is a movie for people who feel,
touch and sense what being in love, and sense what making
love is about.
Everything about "Young lady Chatterly" is beautiful, the
lovers, the love making — and especially, the way it will
make you feel
s PRE,,F rv,S A MI)Rio,r, iA,SABLAN,,A PRODUCTION of











Church of Christ was the
setting for the wedding of Miss
Rita Susan Barrow and Ricky
Ray Cherry. The parents of
the couple are Mr. and Mrs.
Leon Barrow and Mr. and
Mrs. Micky Cherry, all of
Murray.
The impressive double ring
ceremony was read by Bro.
Ed Casteel of Ripley, Miss.,
before a fifteen branch can-
delabrum flanked by spiral
candelabra. Wicker baskets
with arrangements of white
gladioli, blue daisies, and
greenery were used. The
family pews were marked
with hurricane lamps and
white satin bows.
Sandra Irvin kept the guest
register at the table covered
with a white cloth overlaid
with lace. Guests signed with
a white feather plume pen.
The music was provided by
singers from the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ with
Jerry Bolls as director.
- - Bride's Dress
- The bride, escor ted by her
father and given in marriage
by her parents, was lovely in
her formal gown of white
chiffon and Venise lace over
taffeta. The dress featured a
Queen Anne neckline and
fitted midriff at the waist. The
full bishop sleeves featured
vertical bands of Venise lace
and were fastened at the wrist
with tiny self covered buttons.
Lace was also applied to the
neckline. Vertical bands of
lace were applied to the full
skirt which swept into a
chapel length train.
Her veil of silk illusion was
accented with matching lace
and fell from a camelot
headpiece. She carried a
cascade bouquet of white silk
roses and pompoms accented
with baby's breath and blue
silk daisies.
Mrs. Iris Casteel was
matron of honor. Her dress
was light blue qiana featuring
a high 'waistline and chiffon
collar forming a short cape.
She carried a single white silk
rose adorned with baby's




Mrs Ivan Outland opened
her home for the meeting of
the North Murray
Homemakers Club held on
Friday, Sept. 8, at 1:30 p.m.
with a perfect attendance of
members. A visitor was Mrs.
Lee Gingles.
-The Look of Fall
Fashions" was the subject of
the. lesson presented by Mrs.
Edgar Morris, president, who
presided at the meeting.
Mrs. Esco Gunter gave the
devotion with her scripture
from John 10:1041 and closed
,with a poem.
Reports were given by Mrs.
Charlie Crawford, secretary,
and Mrs. Charles Robertson,
treasurer. Mrs. Morris
reported on the county council
meeting, and leaders were
selected for the lessons for the
year.
Refreshments were served
by the hostess, and landscape
notes were given by Mrs.
Bailey Riggins.
Other members present, not
previously mentioned, were
Mrs. Angie Gibbs, Mrs. ,Fred
Gingles, and Mrs. John Work-
man.
The next meeting will be
held on Friday, Oct. 13, at 1:30
p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Gingles.
Meld Over






baby's breath in her hair.
Lisa Mathis was bridsmaid
and Deborah Barrow was
junior bridesmaid. Barbara
Casteel was the flower girl.
They were dressed identical to
the honor attendant.
• Rick Spann served as best
man with David Lewis as
groomsman and Tony Cherry,
brother of the groom, as junior
groomsman. The groomsmen
also lighted the candles and
served, as ushers. They wore
After Six tuxedoes of light
Michael Casteel was ring
bearer and carried a white
satin pillow on which was
placed the rings. He was also
dressed in a light blue tuxedo.
Each of the men attendants
wore a boutonniere of a white
silk rose with greenery.
The groom wore a white
tuxedo and white ruffled shirt
With black trim. His
boutonniere was a white silk
rose with greenery.
The bride's mother chose to
wear a formal length dress of
blue soft knit and white ac-
cessories. The groom's
mother wore a formal length
gown of light blue soft knit and
white accessories. They each
wore a corsage of white
carnations.
Mrs Edith Mathis, .grand-
mother of the bride, Mrs.
Hubert W. Cherry and Mrs.
Ballard Robinson, grand-
mothers of the groom, also




ceremony a reception was
held in the educational
building at the church. Mrs.
Sue Sills, aunt of the bride,
was the coordinator.
The bride's table ;as
covered with a white cloth
)verlaid • with lace, and
featured a silver candelabrum
holding three white tapers and
a bouquet of blue and white
la isies and baby's breath.
The three tiered wedding
rake was all white with a
nosegay of fresh daisies,
baby's breath, and ivy below
Positively Ends Thur.!
15,, 9:20 & 2:30 Sun
IT GETSEVERYBETTE •





CAPRI-Fri. I Sat. 11:40 - Adult Entertainment 18 or over only
CNERI- Fri. I Sat. 11:40 - "ROCKY NORROR PICTURE SNOW" (m)
FOR SATURDAY, SEP-
TEMBER 23, 1978
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr, 20
Accentuate the positive in
relations with mate, loved
ones. Negativism can be self-
defeating and allow hostilities
to develop along slow lines.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
You cast your bread upon
the waters in a certain matter
a while back, and your reward
is about to be reaped. Be
ready to enjoy.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21) n
Too many stray thoughts
are filling your time and
keeping you from directing
your energies. Weed out the
ones that are unproductive.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 0(1
Someone would enjoy
hearing from you, probably by
phone. It could be a nice
surprise and bring you
pleasing information.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) afg
Intuition runs strong today
and might just be worth
following up on as long as
suspicion is not being in-
termixed. Be more trusting
and it will pay off.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) RP ult.
You feel a lack of vitality in
the a.m., but with a little push
you can get yourself started
and by noon be feeling quite
chipper.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An,
An opportunity to go to a
show or sporting event comes
along, and among the
pleasures is the exciting
company you will be joining.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) ITI/e/V`
An important decision is
indicated and could influence
your home, career or both.
Confide in someone you
respect for good judgment.
the middle tier and sugar
roses and doves below the top
tier. The traditional bride and
groom statuette comple ed the
cake decorations. Pun h was
served from a cryst4 punch
bowl. Nuts and minft.s were
served from sihfrr ap-
pointments.
lenna Duke and am Sills
served the guests. atin roses
filled with rice wire passed
out by Dana Sills.
After the re ption the
couple left for a s ort wedding
trip, and are no residing on
Murray Route Fur.
The groom's parents were
hosts for the rehearsal dinner.
Mr. and Mrs. Ricky Ray
Cherry were honored prior to
their recent wedding with
several prenuptial events.
Mrs Cherry is the former Rita
Susan Barrow.
A household shower was
held at the educational
building of the New
Providence Church of Christ
with Mrs. Geneva Collins,
Mrs. Clara Stubblefield,
Mrs.Marcella Hicks, and Mrs.
Sue Sills as hostesses. They
were assisted by the Ladies
Bible Class of the church.
A personal shower was held
at the Community Room of the
Peoples Bank with Lisa
Mathis, Pam Sills, and Sandra
Irvin as hostesses.
Another household shower
was held at the Community
Room of the Murray Federal
Savings and Loan with ladies
from the Pleasant Valley
Church of Christ as hostesses.
Program At Alice
The Alice Waters Circle of
the First United Methodist
Church Women met Tuesday,
Sept. 12, in the church .
fellowship hall with the
chairman, Mrs. Cortez Byers,
presiding.
Mrs. Byers opened the
meeting with prayer and
called for the reading of the
minutes by Euva Alexander,
secretary. The treasurer,
Mrs. Iva Alford reported.
The chairman reported on
the general meeting and., the
progress being made on the
Bazaar to be held Tuesday,
Oct. 24 from eleven a.m.
through four p.m. and lun-
cheon from 11:30 a.m. until
1:30 p.m. She announced the
Mission Study to be held at
Kirksey United Methodist
Church from 2:30 p.m. until
four p.m. on Oct. IL. •
Mrs. Byers gave the.
program from a book by
Eugene Price entitled "The
Unique-World of Wotheitra.
Coffee and cookies were
served by Mrs. Byers and
Mrs. Alford to 13 members.
The next meeting will be



















Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) AV.
Physical exertion may be
called for, but take it slow.
The connected exercise could
be good for you; shake you up
intellectually as well.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
Too many people are
making demands on your
tune, so select the ones you
really want to help and give
the rest a busy signal.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
A careless attitude toward a
friend may leave you without
someone you previously had to
call on in time of trouble.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
Planetary influences in-
dicate that you should get your
act together; focus you efforts
on present projects and be
consistent.
Y6U BORN TODAY are a
Virgo-Libra cuspal ( born at
the change of Signs) and, as
such, are blessed with many
fine traits and abilities — the
best of both Signs, in fact.
Your creative talents are
outstanding and you could
succeed at practically any one
of the arts, but would probably
be happiest with literature,
music or the stage. Your
nature is deep and your af-
fections lively, but you are
seldom demonstrative. You
like science and could succeed
especially as a physician or
chemist; could also excel as
an analyst, researcher or
confidential secretary. Bir-
thdate of: Augustus, Roman
emperor; Romy Schneider
and Walter Pidgeon, film
stars.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Richard Hearn of




Mis Debbie Walker of
Murray has been dismissed
from Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
Fully Manufactured, for both the Do-lt-Yourselfer
and the pro.
Also available, Chem Surf and Tuff Surf for those
special conditions.
Call 153-4124
ov visit oar shop off Smith 4th at the Drive la Theatre. (Approximately I
week service)
Searching for answers to all those who/what/where
questions about your new city?
As your WELCOME WAGON Hostess, it's my job to
help you get over the hurdles of being a newcomer.
By bringing you some useful gifts. Community into.
Advice on reliable businesses in your new neighborhood.
And more.
A WELCOME WAGON call should be one of the very
first nice things to happen when you're new here.
Inge King 492-8348 ' 
' ficjort
Mary Hamilton 753-5570
ON THE GULF OF MEXICO
FORT WAL.TON BEACH, FLORIDA
• Directly on the Gull of Mexico • Over 600 feet of clean,
white. uncrowded beach • Spacious, well appointed units con
tarn hying room, bedroom, completely equipped kitchens and
bath • Two large. fresh water pools and two wading pools
• Restaurant and lounge (nitely entertainment) • Game room
for the kids • Weekly rates if stay is five days or longer • Golf,




Fort Walton Beach, Florida 3i348








































































The Wranglers Riding Club
Horse Show will be held at the
riding club, located four miles
east of Murray on the Van
Cleave Road off Highway 94
East, starting at six p.m.
Turlry Shoot will be held at
Jacittan Purchase Gun Club
near Coldwater starting at
twelve noon.
Alpha Department of
Murray Woman's Club has
changed its meeting this
month to the fifth Saturday.
Land Between the Lakes
events will include woodland
walk at two p.m. and night
visual at eight p.m., both at
Center Station.
Murray State University
Cross Country men's team
will4,,meet Western at eleven

















The Visions will be held at
Calvary Baptist Church near
Coldwater at seven p.m.
Sunday, September 24
Turkey Shoot at Jackson
Purchase Gun Club will




Sugar Creek Baptist Church
homecoming will be held with
the Rev. Norman Culpepper
as morning speaker.
Ice cream social for all
young adults of First Christian
Church will be held at thome
of Robert and Johnna Puttoff,



































Activities in Land Between
the Lakes will include
program on Changing Seasons
at Center Station from two to
three p.m., and Hunting and
Fishing Day throughout the
area.
Monday, September 25
Murray High School Parent-
Teacher Organization will
have its back to school night
starting at seven p.m. with
each class to have a parents
meeting and refreshments to
be served following the open
house.
MSU Women's Society will
have its salad supper at 6:30
p.m. in Beshear gym on the
campus. All women faculty
and staff and wives of faculty
and staff of the university are
invited.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive Streets,
Murray, at 7:30 p.m.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at the Immanuel
Lutheran Church at 7:15 p.m.
For information persons may
call 759-1792, weekdays, or 759-
4875 or 753-9261, weekends.
League of Women Voters
will present a membership
program at the Hospitality
Room, Peoples Bank, 12th and
Chestnut, starting at eight
p.m. with refreshments and
program to follow at 8:30 p.m.
Creative Arts Department
of Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 9:30
a.m. Persons wishing to enter
art or needlework items in
district show call Sheila
Grogan, 753-0816, before
Monday.
Women of Murray Country
Club should make reser-
vations for the Wednesday




Is Having A Sale
1
20 & 45 Piece
Dinnerware Sets
1A To 1A Off
(It, Se/riled Millertis (If
( 
hi VHF For The



































Jackson Purchase 4-H and
FFA Steer Show, sponsored by
Kentucky Department of
Agriculture, will be at
Livestock Show and
Exposition Center, MSU, at
10:30 a.m. Free and open to
the public.
James Mapes, hypnotist,
will be presented in a program
_.in the Student Center, Murray
State University, at 8:30 p.m.
Leisurecraft Camp will open
today at Brandon Spring
Group Camp, Land Between





The Murray High School
Parent-Teacher Organization
will open the new year with a
"Back To School Night" on
Monday, Sept. 25, at seven
p.m.
Parents will go through the
schedule of their children who
will bring the schedule home
for the parents. After the visit
to the classrooms, each class
will have a separate meeting
of parents.
Later refreshments will be
served and the entire group of
parents will assemble in the
gsymnasium for a mass
Meeting.








Will Be On Wednesday
The Women of the Murray
Country Club will have a
ladies day luncheon on
Wednesday, Sept. 27, at twelve
noon with Edwina Simmons as
chairman of the hostesses.
Reservations should be
made by Monday by calling
Mrs. Simmons.
Other hostesses are Jenny
Sue Smock, Sue Brown, Treva
Johnson, Betty Buckingham,
Phyllis Kain, Toni Hopson,
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THIS SALE ENDS SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 30TH
ak 204 W. Washington PARIS =
9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. Daily
I
. Witt! Raspberry's Pre-Fall
Craft Spedacular
Shop Saturday, September 23 thru Saturday, Sept. 30
Please Join Us. Everything Is More Fun Together
We've been extra busy this summer gathering new paints, ribbons, macrame cords, crafts and everything
for the holiday season.





Group of Books 50% OFF  & N.eet clle, ,io.int Kits 2u 70".
Large Cord. Reg $5 00 












Small Reg S2 98
Jumb. Reg 54 9.8 $398
Straw Brooms & Ribbons





Sign up now Pre-registration necessory
*WHEAT WEAVING — An excitIng new craft Make wreaths and
other straw decorations
•ANGEL IN A RING — Our own special Christmas angel from
-Create A Christmas Make the large or small version
*BEGINNERS MACRAME — Now is the hrne to leorn Th•n stort all
those Christmas gilts
MACRAME CHRISTMAS WORKSHOPS — For the person who
knows basic knots ions our workshop and make a Intrafort
from the book -Creole A Christmas
*IRA° -A. CHRISTMAS AltiG5L ,OR. TRU — Soso': des.gns- f or your
hew Mak• just on• orboth .
•SIllc ROWERS — a very spisciot soft
CRAFT DEMONSTRATIONS
•MACRAME A CHRISTMAS ANGEL — A toloque small ornament
Monday. 7pm 7p m
*WHEAT WEAVING — A new exciting croft Tuesday 1 00 p rr •
*LATCH HOOK RUC Jeorn to latch hook or make 10 correcf
placements and register forth, wall hanging or rug when cornpletely finished
*WREATHS -- CMOS AND EASY— Thursday S p rvr
If you can't make these demonstrations, stop in -Satur-
day... it's going to be a day of demonstrations.
I 1 00A M WREATHS OUICK 8 EASY
1.00P.M- — WHEAT WEAVING '
I 30 P M MACRAME A CHRISTMAS ANGEL
-00-P44-- • • • Mee/ODPCIWA T1ent7::"" --
2 30 M SCRAPER FOIL ART
*errv
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Let's Stay Well
Q: Mr. B. T., in his 40s,
writes that he has a pulled
hamstring muscle and has
been troubled with pain in
the back of his thigh for
about six months. He
wants to know what exer-
cises-be can take to try to
get relief and how long it
should take to start getting
better.
A. A pulled hamstring in
the back of the thigh should
heal in about six weeks
with rest. In view of the
fact that your pain has
persisted for six months
means you have had recur-
rent injuries to your ham-
string or that you have
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Lola Gates Hum of Murray




Mrs. Ava Hodges Kiger of
New Freeport, Pa., is visiting
her sisters and brothers here
in Murray.
Dr. F.J.L BLASINGAME
something else wrong such
as sciatica, the treatment
of which is another matter.
I think you should see a
physician for an examina-
tion and determine more
exactly your diagnosis so
that appropriate treatment
can be carried out.
Assuming you have had
repeated injuries to your
hamstring muscle, and af-
ter getting a diagnosis, you
need to practice exercises
which will restore flexibil-
ity to your hamstring.
These can be done after a
period of rest of several
weeks following injury. To
exercise your hamstrings,
sit on the floor with both
legs out in front of you with
your knees straight and
your lower .limbs against
the floor and your toes
pointed up. Bring the foot
of one limb up tightly to the
opposite groin with the
outer part of the lower
limb against the floor.
With the flexed limb in this
position, lean forward and
try to touch the ankle of
your other straight leg
with your hands. Repeat
the effort five or six times.
Free For The Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
Now, straighten out the
bent lower limb, bend the
opposite one to the groin,
and reach your other ankle
with your hands for sev-
eral times. Peform such
exercises for about 15 min-
utes daily.
These stretching exer-
cises will usually give you
adequate flexibility to your
hamstring muscles so that
other exercise .will not in-
jure them. It is well to
continue such hamstring
stretching for a number of
months as a precaution to




The Creative Arts Depar-
trnent of the Murray Woman's
Club will meet at 9:30 a.m. on
Monday. Sept. 25, at the club-
house.
Mary Hamilton will present
the program on "Flower
Arranging," according to the
officers, Ann Brooks, chair-
man, Sue Ann Hutson, vice-
chairman, Lois Sparks,
secretary, and Ginny Crib-
field, treasurer.
All members wishing to
enter art or needlework ob-
jects in the District Art Show
on Oct. 12 are asked to call
Sheila Grogan, 753-0816,
before Monday.
Hostesses will be Eva
Morris, Toni Hopson. Lois













The Sorrocco • Model J900P
- A handsome f"diterranean-




Player and High Fidelity Speaker




A lot of Stereo for a Very little Price!
Model ..151114W Featuring AM/FM/Stereo FIN
Tuner Arripillier Automatic/Manual Record
Changer and Allegro leo° tuned port
Speakers Simulated wood Cabinet grained
Walnut finish
THE ZENITH MINI-WEDGE
Complete with 8- Trat k Player
Model JUNI - An e ' design featuring
AM/FM/Stereo FM"funer Ampitfier Auto-
matic/Manual Record Changer et-Track Tape
Pulver and Allegro 1000 ti non SP•akeri
&mutated wood cabinet
grained Walnut finish Censored
HURRYI LIMITED TIME ONLYI
TV's are our only business
19 miles West of Murray on Hwy. 94
Phone 382-2174
Alt-78 color TV's reduced. Drive and save. At Simon's, one year FREE SERVICE ort
all color TV's, lowest prices in Western Ky.
• .PIDelik "A bit
By Abigail Van Buren
Can't Say No To
Gooey Desserts
DEAR ABBY: I have just lost 20 pounds, which is
something I've been trying to do for years. However, a
problem has developed. When I'm a dinner guest at some-
one's home and a gooey dessert is offered and I turn it down,
the hostess will loudLy announce. "Oh, you and your diet!
You're so skinny, it wouldn't hurt you to put on a few
pounds!'
Of course, all eyes are on me and I never know what to do
or say. I don't like to make a big deal out of explaining that I
really don't want it (nobody would believe me anyway), so I
take it and eat it, and afterwards I could kick myself.
Is there a better way to handle this situation? I hate
scenes.
EMBARRASSED
DEAR EMBARRASSED: Instead of being embarrassed,
be proud! Simply say, "I'm watching my calories."
And if you get any feedback about how skinny you are, let
it be known that you worked hard to get that way and want
to stay that way.
But if you lack the courage to stand your -ground in •
public confrontation, quietly accept the dessert, push it
around on your plate, and leave it.
DEAR ABBY: My son (a sophomore in high school) is get-
ting to be a very clever thief. We give him a generous
allowance and if he asked for anything extra, we would be
glad to give it to him, but he doesn't ask, he just helps
himself. He doesn't need anything. He just steals for the
thrill of stealing.
I know he has been in my purse and stolen money. And I
have seen him take money from his father's wallet. He has
stolen little things from his friends, and now I find that
he's taken things from the grocery store, drugstore and
other places of business.
I keep finding things in his room that I know he didn't
buy. I have even threatened to take him to the police to
frighten him, but nothing helps. Am I.,raising a criminal?
Please help me.
ILLINOIS MOM
DEAR MOM: A child who steals for the thrill of stealing
needs professional help. He can be straightened out if he's
taken in band early. Threatening him with the police is un-
wise. A policeman should be identified as a friend who pro-
tects us and our property, not an enemy who would take
pleasure in punishing our wrongdoing. Ask your family
doctor whom to see about this bos
DEAR ABBY: I have a friend nose company I enjoy im-
mensely and we iee each other a: .east once a week—but it
is always at MY house.
She has a lovely home and a housekeeper, so there is no
reason in the world why she can't invite me to her house
once in a while.
When I see her or talk to her on the phone, she always
says, "Do come over to see me sometime.' I don't consider
this a proper invitation. When I invite her to my home. I
telephone and ask her to come on a specific afternoon.
I don't want to offend her, but I would like her to know
that her "come over sometime" in‘ltation doesn't sound
very sincere to me.
How should this be handled? Or am I too touchy?
MRS. ANONYMOUS
DEAR MRS. ANONYMOUS: Are you too touchy? No.
And how should it be handled? The next time your vague
friend asks you to come over "sometime"- ask,
Who said the teen years are the happiest For Abby's
new booklet "What Teenagers Want to Know," write
Abby: 132 Lasky Dr.. Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Enclose
91 and a long, stamped (28 cents(, self-addressed envelope,
please.
Wanda Moseley, newly-
elected president of the
Racers Homemakers Club,
presided at the first meeting
of the year held at the home of
Janice Bell, 1007 Olive, on
Thursday, Sept. 14, at nine
a. m.
Other new officers include
Janice Bell, vice-president
and cultural arts chairman,
who presented the devotional;
Janet Ward, secretary: and
Vikki Starks, treasurer.
Linda Begley, issues and
concerns chairman, presented
a lesson about "The Judicial
System." She explained some
of the basic legal terms and
procedures involved in filing
small claims, and gave each
member a handout which
explains the set-up of the
Kentucky Court System.
The clothing chairman,
Janet Ward, gave the lesson,
"The Look of Fall," and
showed pictures to illustrate
many of the new fall fashions,
including the slender look for
legs and skirts, with lots of
gathers and fullness in blouses
and dress tops. She said that
boots, straps, and high heels
will be the vogue in shoe
fashion. Long scarves, lots of
jewelry, and hats will be good
fashion accessories for fall.
Wanda Moseley, foods and
nutrition chairman, shar0 a
handout concerning "Cooking
Tips to Avoid Fats, Sugars,
and Salt." These tips are
especially good for those who
must prepare special diets.
. Brenda_ _Ci?01). landscaPS-
Caesar salad is named, no
for the Romah ruler, but fo
its creator, a Tijuana chef
chairman, discussed the
September Garden Notes for
fertilizing and weeding lawns.
Jennifer Heegel assisted the
hostess in serving fresh apple
cake, coffee, and grape tea.
Other members present
included Marsha Hendren and
Eloise Langford.
The next meeting will be
Oct. 19 at nine a.m. at the
home of Linda Begley, 815 S.
9th St.
Miss Teresa Lynne Croft,
daughter of Mrs. Kay Croft of
Evansville, Ind., and Joe Croft
of Detroit, Mich., was married
to Randall Dale Healy, son of
Mrs. Virgil Suitt and Oral
Healy of Evansville, Ind., on
Saturday, Aug. fifth, at two
p.m. in the Salem United
Methodist Church, Evansville,
Ind.
The Rev. Wesley Matzigkeit
performed the double ring
ceremony at the altar
decorated with a floral
arrangement of gladioli and
chrysanthemums and two
brass candelabra, each
containing seven white tapers.
Preceding the ceremony
organ selctions were
presented by Mis Gretchen
Wachter.
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted to the
altar by her father and given
in marriage by her parents,
presented each mother with a
single long stemmed white
silk rose.
She was lovely in a formal
length gown of silk organza
featuring lace motifs with tiny
seed pearls which flared,anto a
chapel length train bordered
in lace. Her headdress was a
Juliet cap of lace to which was
attached a fingertip length
veil of silk illusion also bor-
dered in lace.
The bride carried a bouquet
of pastel silk roses and baby's
breath.
Miss Debbie Langton, maid
of honor, was attired in a
yellow knit gown featuring a
jacket with cape sleeves and a
matching picture hat. She
carried a bouquet of yellow
silk roses.
The bridesmaids were Mrs.
Amy Bemis and Miss Kristy
Wilkinson. They were attired
identically to the maid of
honor in colors of blue and
green and carried matching
bouquets.
The junior bridesmaid, Miss
Leah Croft, sister of the bride,
wore an apricot gown and an
apricot silk flower headpiece
and carried a small nosegay of
roses.
Ron Stahl served as best
man for Mr. Healy. The
groomsmen were Dennis
Healy, brother of the groom,
and Tony May. The ushers
were Mark Suitt and Donald
Bemis.
The mother of the bride.
chose to wear a formal gown
of apricot knit with matching
accessories. Her corsage was
of white silk roses.
Mrs. Suitt, mother of the
groom, wore a gown of pink
chiffon with white ac-
cessories. Her corsage was of
white silk roses.
Mrs. Marelle Treas,
grandmother of the bride, was
dressed in a gray lace dress
with a matching jacket and
wore a corsage of white silk
roses.
Miss Debbie Rogge served
at the guest register.
Reception '
Immediately following the
wedding, a reception was held
in the church parlor.
The bride's table was
covered with a white lace
cloth and held a crystal punch
bowl and crystal candelabra
each holding three white
burning tapers. The three-
tiered wedding cake featured
a fountain and each tier was
decorated with arrangements
of yellow rosebuds and pastel
baby chrysanthemums. The
cake was topped by miniature
kissing angels.
Green and yellow mints and
assorted nuts were also served
from crystal bowls.
Serving the guests were
Miss Terry Coleman of
Paducah, and Miss Jeanie
Kissel and Mrs. Pam Healy of
Evansville, Ind.
Miss Tanda Grisham played
selections on the piano during
the reception. Miss Kim
Elikofer presented rice bags
to the guests from a basket
tied with pastel ribbons.
The new Mr. and Mrs. Healy
are now residing in Evan-
sville, Ind,
Guests attending from
Murray included Mrs Ruth
Hill, Mrs. Tom Scruggs, Mrs.
Larry McClain, and Miss
Jennifer McClain.
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NORTHWOOD BEAUTY SHOP IS NOW UNDER NEW




For a fresh/vC look have your hair professionally styled. colored or curled to so,t
you
NORTH WOOD BEAUTY SALON
Hours Tuesday through Saturday 85
Monday By Appointment - Call 759-1242
011222112111101100110222211012120421102 ft 22222202a a lip QJ 0 CI 0 0,9
Are You Ready or
st% Those Cool Fall Mornings? 47t
Be Prepared! Come See Us About
The
Homesteader





200 1 Malin Murray, Ky., 753-3361


































































































































































PARK'S gave a stunning per-
formance in its debut as one of
the state's newest parks.
Despite a few injuries and
controversies, the World Three-
Day Equestrian Cham-
pionships came off beautifully,
putting Kentucky on the world




Thousands of visitors saw the
events and poked around in the
new park. A great beginning.
But a word of caution:
Kentucky park officials must
take steps to insure that further
uses are found for the Horse
Park. Let's not allow the park
tollecome a white elephant for
the taxpayer to board!
11. C. Chiles




Whether controlled by the flesh or by
the Holy Spirit the outward life is a
revelation of what is in the heart. When
the heart is right in its relationship with
God that fact will be demonstrated in
the life by one of the following traits.
I. Thanksgiving. I Thessalonians 1:2-
5.
As Paul thought about the members
of the church in Thessalonica and
prayed for them repeatedly he thanked
God that they were such healthy
Christians. Their spiritual prosperity
was not due to themselves, or to those
who had preached to them, but to the
grace of God. Gratitude, honor and
praise were due to God because of the
marvelous things which He had done in
and for them. Paul and his associates
thanked God especially for three things
which the Thessalonian Christians
exhibited:
1. Their work of faith.
Saved by grace through faith, their
lives were transformed, and they
worked for their Lord. Genuine faith
always results in good works.
2. Their labor of love.
They did not labor in the hope of
gaining something therefrom, but their
love for the Lord and for others
prompted them to labor in their behalf.
"Labor" refers to the energy which
they expended in rendering their
service, and "work" points to the thing
which they did.
3. Their patience of hope.
In the New Testament "patience"
stands for endurance and "hope" refers
to certainty. Christians can have
patience in hope because they are sure
that their hope in Christ's return will be
fulfilled. Efforts of Christians in
Christ's service should be charac-
terized by the potency of faith, the
fervency of love, and the constancy of
hope.
Their faith which had resulted in
labor, their love which had culminated
in unselfish service, and their hope
which had produced steadfastness were
the fruitage of God's initiative in
choosing them to receive the gospel and
to be regenerated by the Holy Spirit.
God's choice of the Thessaloniari
Christians was purposeful, and the
working out of His plans in and through
them was obvious to Paul.
II. Joy. I Thessalonians 1:6-7.
Because they had been wondrously
saved by Christ and had committed
themselves to the. Lord, their faithful
witnessing to others was very fruitful.
That brought great joy to the heart of
Paul as well as to themselves.
II. Power. II Peter 1:3-7.
Peter reminded his readers that
Christ's power had given unto them all
things that pertain to life and godliness,
and that through the great, precious,
numerous, life-giving, and liberating
promises of God they had come into
possession of the divine nature and of
freedom from the corruption of the
world. Peter exhorted his readers to
add to their firmly established foun-
dation of faith in Christ a super-
structure of seven marvelous graces.
Virtue involves the moral excellence,
noble character, manly courage, and
strong determination which are
required in the living out of the truth
which has been received. Knowledge is
that intelligent understanding and
discernment which 'enables -one to
distinguish the things that differ. Self-
control includfs itte proper mastery of
one's desires, Impulses, and ambitions,
and this is made possible by the ind-
welling Spirit. Patience means
steadfast and persevering endurance of
disappointment, trial, hardship, and
suffering. Godliness is simply God-
likeness. This noble quality is the result
of communion with God and devotion to
Mini., grottier*. -kindness is.. the
manifestation of love to the brethren in
spite of what they are and sometimes
do. Charity includes love for and to all
men.
If these virtues or graces are added to
and abound in the life of any Christian.
power will be imparted to him and will
also be demonstrated in and through his
life. He will be 'engaged in doing the
Lord's work, and his life will be very
fruitful. Godliness of life always leads
to fruitfulness in the Lord's service. As
children of God, let us daily take more
of His grace into our hearts, more of His
truth into our minds, and more of His
beauty into our characters. Our doing
so will enable others to see God's
transforming grace working in and
through our lives, thereby bringing
honor and glory to our Lord and
spiritual enrichment to believers with
whom we associate.
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems - fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am presently 58
years old and still working. I am a
widow and! have only been working the
last two years since my husband died. I
plan to quit work when! am 60 and start
drawing Social Security widow's
benefits. I know that there will be a
reduction. Can you explain how it will
work? - B.J.
If you draw Social Security benefits
prior to the age of 65, your benefits are
reduced 19-40 of 1 percent per month for
each month prior to age 65 that you
begin drawing any Social Security
widow's benefits. If your husband never
received any Social Security benefits,
then your percentage is figured on his
unreduced benefits. If your husband
was drawing Social Security benefits at
his death, then your widow's benefit
percentage is based on the amount of
money he was drawing. At age 93 your
percentage is 71.5 percent, age 63, 88.6
percent age 64, 94.3 percent and age 65 -
100 percent.
Once a widow begins to draw benefits
at a reduced rate, then she must stay on
this reduced rate as long as she draws.
For people nearing the age of
retirement who need information on
Social Security, Heartline has written a
book. Heartline's Guide to Social
Security is written in easy-to-
understand question-and-answer form.
To order, send $2.00 to Heartline, P.O.
Box 11934, Chicago, Ill. 60611. Please
allow six weeks for delivery.
HEARTLINE: My husband and I
have just retired. We are planning to
move to a warmer climate. The last
time we moved, when my husband
changed jobs, we were able to deduct
some of the moving expenses from our
taxes. Will we be able to again deduct
these expenses? - H.J.
Since you are moving to a warmer
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climate for pleasure reaaons and not a
job change, your moving expenses will
not be tax-deductible. The only way
that a person can qualify for this tax
deduction is if the move is for a job
change and the new job site must be at
least 35 miles away.
HEARTLINE: My husband retired
from a Civil Service job due to
disability in 1976. He has been drawing
Civil Service disability ever since. Last
week he received a letter from Civil
Service saying that he had to have a
medical examination for his disability
Does this mean that they will take his
disability benefit away from him?
K.C.
No. Periodic medical examinations
are required for a disability annuitant
until he or she reaches the age of 60,
unless, in the meantime, it is found that
the disability is of permanent nature. A
finding of permanent disability may be
made upon the examination, and
generally will eliminate the need for
any further examinations.
The government pays the expenses
for these examinations and if travel is
required, the annuitant may be
reimbursed for any reasonable ex-
penses.
If your husband is found to have
recovered from his disability, the
annuity is continued temporarily (not
to exceed one year) to give him an
opportunity to find a position. If he is
reemployed in government service
within the year, his annuity will stop
upon reemployment. If he is not able to
find a position, the annuity stops at the
expiration of the one-year period.
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers. The
Murray Ledger & - -Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and fedeial elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative .
may be reached througti the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washingtiri,
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1-
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses. Ad_ state legislators




Rep. Kenneth C. Imes
201 S. 3rd Street
Murray, Ky, 42071
Atchley's Angle By Lowell Atchlev
How I Spent My
Summer Vacation
President Carter, Israeli Prime
Minister Begin and Egyptian President
Sadat called last Sunday night before
they went on nationwide television to
ask me why my column wasn't in the
paper last Friday.
I had to admit that I was on vacation
last week and just didn't have a column
written ahead.
Literally hundreds have called and
written about the lack of an "Atchley's
Angle" last week. But I didn't com-
pletely put column writing out of my
mind during the week. About mid-week
I dressed in a Columbo-type trench
coat, put on a pair of sunglasses and a
floppy hat so the management wouldn't
recognize me and tried to sneak in the
newspaper to write my column. It
didn't work, the management spotted
me at the door, told me to rest, forget
about column writing and come to work
bright and early Monday morning.
How did I spend my summer
vacation? For starters my wife and I
went skiing in the Rockies; we spent a
few days on the beaches in Hawaii; we
went shark hunting off the islands in the
Caribbean and even had time left over
to remodel our house. I also gave a
lecture to a group of kindergarten
students on the subject of column
writing. Since I need something to fill to
the end of this thing, here is a transcript
of that interview. The questions, I
might add, are superior to the answers
given.
Susie: I want to become a columnist.
What should I do?
Angle: First, learn your ABCs...
Susie: But, I already know my ABCs.
.A, B, D, F, G, H, K, L, M, N, 0, P, Q,
Z...There! How's that?
Angle: Fine. Sounds like you're ready
to become a columnist.
• Johnny: What is the best training to
become a columnist?
Angle: Become a volcano specialist.
Learn to speak Russian while training
Humanely Speaking
for wind sprints. Learn to make paper
airplanes. Be able to take a bath
without falling over in the tub. Learn
how to walk down the street without
bumping into buildings. Be able to use a
squirt gun without wetting yourself.
Jack: My old man says you're all
wet, actin' like you're read from coast
to coast. He doubts if even people in
Almo read your stupid column.
Angle: Tell your old man he can. .
.ahem. . .tell your father that an in-
teresting thing happened a while back.
I was at a function in which the
President appeared. I managed to get
close enough one time to shake his hand
and slap him on the back before the
Secret Service dragged me away. I
can't confirm this story but I heard that
two men were standing about 100 feet
away from us. One said,"Who's that
guy with the wide grin and all those
fellows with sunglasses hanging around
him? The other guy answered,"I don't
know, but the other fellow shaking his
hand and slapping him on the back
writes Atchley's Angle."
Jack: My old man's right about you
'cause rye already heard that silly joke
you just told.
Egbert: Aren't columnists prone to
live in castles, dwelling on the trivial
aspects of of life rather than facing
reality?
Angle: Huh?... Ahem. Of course not.
My columns are always serious. Down
to earth. The other day I interviewed a
fellow who wants to revive the Pony
Express. And the time before that I
introduced set of Japanese instructions
on what to do with the Kentucky
Insurance Sticker. And another time I
interviewed a fellow sitting in a pothole
ifor charity. And once I offered tips on
'how to tan your tongue.
Billy: Mr. Angle, what do you do
when you run out of column ideas?
Angle: Take a vacation.
Take Me Home
You see in the picture a beautiful
white bird dog about four months old.
He has had all of his shots and Was been
wormed. Friendly and affectionate, he
would make any child a perfect pet. His
eyes are deep pools of dark brown, and
sparkle like diamonds when he is
excited or happy. Please come to the
Animal Shelter and take him home with
you.
Animals At Shelter
I. Small type part collie, browh, four
months old 
2. Three small type part collie pups,
brown and white, four months old.
- 3. Shepherd pup. _cielyn:, about.
eleven weeks old.
4. Part poodle pup, black with four
white feet, about 10 weeks old.
6. Two part beagle pups, black and
brown, ten weeks old.
6. Part Shepherd, tri color, very
gentle and friendly.
7. Five shepherd pia* about 8 weeks
old.
8. German Pointer, chocolate, male
9. Part Irish Setter, red, male,
friendly.
10. Part collie, brown with black
markings.
11. Beautiful white bird dog, stub
tail, about four months, male.
12. Part Dachshund, brown, male,
srnall.
13. Part cocker spaniel, blond, about
6 months.
14. Hound, black and brown, about 5
months.
15. Part bird dog pups, white and
black, about 10 weeks old, tWo
one female.
16. Two gray and black-stripped cats,
about 6 months old.
17. Male black kitten, six weeks old.
18. Female black and white cat.
19. Black male cat, about 11 weeks
old.
20. Black female kitten, about 11
weeks old.
21. Black adult male cat.
22. Black female cat, about 6 months.
23. White cat, about 5 months old.
24. Two calico cats, about 5 months
old.
25. Two spayed cats, one Fay tiger,
one black.
26. Spayed calico cat.
Bible Thought
And after Abimelech there arose to
defeat Israel Tole. Judges 10:1. ' --
Throughout history great
civilizations have been preserved only
when people have cared enough to
defend their lands and their traditions.
We should all be grateful to those in our




The United Fund in Murray has
failed, according to a letter mailed by
Max B. Hurt, general chairman of the
fund. The fund will be discontinued due
a lack of interest, of the public and
because of failing interest by par-
ticipating agencies, Hurt said in his
letter.
Guthrie B. Churchill was elected and
initiated as Grand High Priest of the
Grand Chapter of the Royal Arch
Masons of Kentucky at the 151st annual
convocation of this body held at
Deaths reported include James
Collins, age 46, who was killed
yesterday :in a car and semi-trailer
accident near Muncie, Ind.
Brenda Sue Griffin will be a member
of the graduating class of the Western
Baptist Hospital School of Practical
Nursing, Paducah, at ceremonies
tomorrow.
Mary L. Steele, formerly of Hazel,
now of Hardinsburg, is serving as
president of the Kentucky Mapciation
of Extension Home Economists.
20 Years Ago
PFC John J. Simmons, son of Mr.and
Mrs. Jesse Simmons of Hazel and
husband of the former Joann Spann, is
serving with the Third Infantry
Division near Hohenfels, Germany.
Deaths reported include T. C. (Chig)
Carraway, age 46.
Retired Calloway County workers
and their families will soon start to reap
the benefits of social security as check
amounts will increase beginning in
February.
Roy Smith, son of Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Smith, will leave Sept. 23 for service in
the U. S. Navy. He will be stationed at
the Great Lakes Naval Training
Center, Illinois.
New officers of the Calloway County
Bowhunters are Albert Enix; Hawley
Bucy, and David Rose. .
Murray State College lost to East
Tennessee by the score of 12 to 6 in a
football game played at Cutchin
Stadium, Murray.
30 Years Ago
Local business firms have donated
$200 to be used for prizes in the Fire
Prevention Week Window and Poster
Contest, according to Guy Billington,
chairman of the Fire Prevention Week
activities.
Deaths reported include J. E.
(Elrnrus ) Houston, age 71.
George Freeman, Bob Lassiter, and
Holmes Paschall have enrolled for
study at the University of Tennessee,
Knoxville.
Officers of the Lynn Grove High
School Parent-Teacher Association are
Mrs. James Fain, Mrs. Prentice
Beaman, Mrs. Gene Rogers, and Mrs.
Truman Young.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Eugene Allen on Sept. 20, and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. William
Champion on Sept. 20.
Today
In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, Sept. 22, the 265th
day of 1978. There are 100 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1949, the Soviet Union
exploded its first atomic bomb, four
years after the first American nuelear
detonation.
On this date:
In 1776, the American patriot, Nathan
Hale, was hanged by the British in New
York for spying.
In 1830, Venezuela seceded from
Colombia, becoming an independent
state. n
In 1862, President Abraham Lincoln
issued the preliminary Emancipation
Proclamation.
In 1961, the Interstate Commerce
Commission issued rules forbidding
racial discrimination in interstate bus
transportation.
In 1965, a cease-fire was declared in a
war between India and Pakistan over
Kashmir.
In 1970, Jordan's air force attacked
Syrian tanks and Palestine commandos
.on Jordanian soil, forcing them to
retreat.
Ten years ago: U.S. Marines
sweeping thendemilitarized zone in
Vietnam uncovered an enemy supply
complex with enough material to
supply a division of troops.
Five years ago: Henry Kissinger was
sworn in as the 56th U.S. Secretary of
State, becoming the first naturalized
citizen to hold the office.
One year ago: British-American
proposals for bringing about a black
majority government in Rhodesia were
denounced by Prime Minister Ian
Smith as an attempt to appease
Russian-oriented terrorists. ,
Today's birthdays: Actress Martha
Scott- is 62 years old. Star third
baseman Mike Schmidt of the
tWiladelphia Phillip is 29. Socialite .ed Vanderbilt Is 46.
Thought for today: No mind is
thoroughly well organized that is
deficient in a sense of humor -- Samuel
Coleridge, English poet, 1772-I834.
A
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White's Camper Sales
Tow Authorized STA RCRAFT Dealer
Ftwy 94 East (4 mi Fast of Murray 753-0605
/01UPC11313
Bibles & Church SuppNes
Reference & Inspirational Books












• Complete Artomotic Transmission Service
*Freed lad Afirmsont
209 S.
• Csamlote Tin.-.p & Repair Service
7th
Radiator & Auto Gloss Service
753-1751
HOURS:









unutrwAL! Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
1 1/2 Block E. of S. 12th
Phone 753-14891105 Pogue
Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal
















Ski Boat and Pontoon test Rental
Ky. Lake State Pork Ph. 474-2245
Kattlickw Tried Chat*
"It's Finger Clain' Good"
Try Ow Derfaciwas Door mid Nem Samihros




South 12th St. - Murray
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Murray's Most Cometete Department Store
MF Stokes Tractor L MF
Implement Co.
MASSIET-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
Industrial Road Phone 753-1319
Tabers Body
Shop, Inc.
Go To Church Sunday
Randy Thornton Service Co.
In Cow/Moil" Nene, Cerramortial Roleeporwiles
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
















minims yarn 11116.1 U:888U11.









ening Worship 6:30 p.m
WC, BAPTIST
Sunday School 9 45 a.m.
Morning worship 10:45am.
Singing, Evening Won. 5: 36,11:0 p m.
BLOOD RPM
Morning Worship 11:00a m
Evening worship 6:30p.m
BMW BAPTIST
Morning Worship 1111111a m
Evening Worship 7 30 p m.
MOWN Al BAPTIST
Morning Worship 10 50 a . m
Evening Worship 4-00 p.m
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship 11 00. m.
Evening worship 7 00 p m
FLINT BAPTIST
Morning Worship 11:111ami.
Evening Worship 6:45 p.m.
MINT CORNER
Morning Worship 11:00 a in
Evening Worship 7:61p m.
fUlt GROVE "
Morning Worship 11:11114 tn.
Evening Worship 6:45 p
SALEM BAPTIST
Morning Worship II:40am.
Evening Worship 7:15 p.m.
SUGAR CREEK
Morning Worship 11:40a m.
Evening Worship 7:15 p.m.
0E16 °LAPEL
Morning Worship 11:40 a m.
Evening Worship 5 30 p m 811110p m
MOUNT NORIO FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School 9:30 a m.
Worship 11:00 a m
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
Ist Sanday 2 00p m
3rdid_as 10 30. m
MUM BAPTIST






Moeing Services 11:00 a m
Evehirig Services 6:011 p.m
Farm urns!
Morning Worship 11:00 a m
Evening Worship 1:30 pm
waist GROVE
Morrie Worship 11:10. m
Endre Word* 7:00 p m
CIIWNIVT STREET GOMM
Bunday School 10 03 a m
Worming Worship 11 : OD a .in
MEM AUSSIONANT BAPTIST
=Leiria 10 00 a m
11:110am 16 00p m
Wednesday night 7.00 p m
SPRING CREEK
BAPTIST CMIRCI1
Morning Worship 11:110 a m
Evening Worship 7:40 p m.
ST JONI BAPTIST aims
"Sonsincehooillorship HI: 45 a in


















14,-, mg Worship 11:40 am.
Evening Worship 7:10p.tiL
Wednesday Evening 7:0 p.m.
Christian
FIRST CINISTINI
Warship Serving 10.45 a .m. COS p.m
MURRAY (KRISTIAN rtuowsii,
Worship io: le a.m.
Bible School 9-30 a.m.
Evening Service 11:10p.m.
OMEN Of NSW aunt
OF LAM, DAY sown
Woodman at World BI4g.
Sunday School 111:411a.m.
Evening Service 4:35 p.m.
ST. LIO CATNOUC
CEIVROI
Sunday Masai a.m ,Ilam,4 30 p.m
Siturday Mang 30 p m
ORINTIAN SOME
SERV=
Partner Ave. and 17th St., Mwray, Ky,
Sys 1110 a.m Testimony meeting
aecmsd Weáme.dayl p m
ANOVAIll WITIONSK
Watchtower 10' 30 a m
Bible Lecture • 30 sin
ST. KN/WS EPISCOPAL
Worship How t: 45 a.m
Church School 11:1111a.m
MUUMUU LUTNUAN
Sunday School 11.15a m
Morning worship 10 21a m
SIVENTN DAT ADVENTST
Sabbath School Sat le: 311a.m.
Worship Semi-. Sat 1115a.m
h AN INVESTMENTIN YOUR FUTURE
actictot Joung Cake
E•ea plant. reopond to tender loving care. II they are negloesed 0.,lorag
they trill sorely wither and etentuall•
libuitatn bemire alio require Hui rare. Ililldren that do not reeel•e it lianylly
do it.. 'roe up duoted both physics/1y, menially, and emedesally.
Older people a1.o fare better in an atmoapitere of love .ad earseare. Haeson be-
ielp Labe plant. CALLI literati, die from !onetime.* mad seglees




Morning Worship 11 -00 a.m





Bible Study 10 a.m
Worship Senrice 10 45 a.m 46 p.m
Wed Worship 7 30 p m.
WEST 1111111111tAT
Morning Worship 10 50 a m
Evening Worship 6-00 p.m
11111011 GIME
Morning Worship .10 50 a .m
Evening Worship 6 09 p m
SEMEN POPLAR
Worship Service 16 40 a m.
Evening Worship 6 00 p.m
NEW CONCORD
Morning Service 10 50 sin
Evening Worship 6 OS p.m
PLEASANT VALUE
Morning Worship 11 00 a.m.
Evening Worship 6 03 p.m.
SECOND STRUT
Morning Worship 10 45 a.m.
Evening Worship 1 01 p m
FINIi00S1111
Sunday School 10 IN am.
















Sunday School N:1111 a.m.
Morning Worship *Nam






10 00 s rn
11 00 a m









Sunday School 0:45 a.m
Morning Worship 10 45 a .m.
NYPS Worship 5:15p.m.
Evening Worship 600 p.m.
Wednesday Worslup 7.03p m
LOCUST GROVE OlURCII
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Sunday School 10:08 a.m.
Evening Worship 5:30 pm.
SYPS Worship 5:011 p.m
Wednesday Evening 6:30 pin
Presbyterian
LIBERTY CUM N NAND
Sunday School 10 00 a m
Worship Service 11 00 a m
N01111 PLEASANT GROVE




Worship Services 11 a.m., 7 p.m
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Worship 11:1111a.m
Evening Worship 7:01 pin
MST PRESBYTERIAN
Claret' School 9:38a m
Worahip &nice 10'45 a.m
Pentecostal
ALIN IINGSTS
Mini% Worship 11 -Nam.
Orediag lIership 7:39pma
WNW NEW CONCORD
Ontday School 10:60 amt.
Worship Sersicas ILO a.m., 6:119 pa.
CALVARY TINPLE
=School - 1019 am.SarrIces 11.01 sm., 7 30 pan.
FIRST ASSUME
WOOS
Sunday Mad 11119 am.
morning Worship 11:111am.
gandey Evening 7:06p.m.
Th urs Nile 7.40pm.
11111111111, 310 MEAN AVE.
Sunday School 10 09 a .rn
Evening Worship 7 WI pm
DEWARD'S CI4APEL
Sunda v School 10 09 a.m.
Worship Service 11 NI a.m.
Everting Worship 7 Np.an.
KIST UNITED
smoggy Worehip 10 00 a.m. & 7 00 p.m.
lbws. 7 00p.m.












Rerun Mmedior Groodle heap Paler Wipe
Tap Orallry Vied Cam  -
.11110 713404
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Your Complete Tire Service Center
”We Service Them All - Large or Snail"
Max Keel




Hwy. 641, Almo, Ky._ 753-8300






Service 8 Sales Ports
Mowers Tillers Chain Saws








Flowers For All Occasions
Funeral Arrangements House Plants
500 N. 4th - 753-3251 - 753-8944
NAIR LIMITED METHODIST
Worship 10:00 a.m.
Sunday School 11:00 a.m.
MASON'S CHAPEL WAITED
Worship 11 00 a.m.
Sunday School 10 10a .m.
PALESTINE LWOW














Evening Worship 7:110 p.m
COLDWATER NOTED
Wordily Service 11 00 am lei & Ind
=., 10 00 a m 3rd & WI, Sunday10.00 a m 1st & End &mid'''. 11 00
am 3rd & 40i Sunday
TEMPLE NIL MOTO
Mornin13%0Inthip 10-40a.m
Sunday II 10 a .m
FIRST AWNIODEST
Worship 5: 401 19:50am
ROWELS OAPS ONTO)
Sunday School 10:01 sm.
Morning Worship II:10am.
. LYINI GROVE
Worship Service 9:45 a.m
Church School 10:45 a.m
Gomm 11111100IST
Cliurch School 10.00 a.m
Worship Sernce 11 -00•In




Sunday School 10 00 a m
Worship 11:00 a.m.,4.00 p.m
MT. HURON
Worship Service 10 00 a m 1st Sunday &
11 00 am 3rd Sunday Sunday School
11.00 a m. I st Sunday - 10 00 a.m. Ind,
3rd, 14th Sunday
Worship Servticet10.00 am. Ind Sunday,
CARMEL
II 00 a m. 4th Sunday, Sunday School






Morning Worship 9:30 am.
Sunday School 10.30 a.m.
1st e 3rd Sunday Night 6 00 p.m.
11100E5 CNAPIII UNITED
Sunday School 10 00a m
Morning worship 11 00. m
Ind & 4th Sunday Night 7 00 p m.
Curtis & Mays Studio
"Distinctive Photography
with a touch of Class"
304 Main St. - 753-1360
Captain D's
seafood
111 N. 12th 753-9383
Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.
"FarAll Your Fertlizer Needs"
103 Maple - 753-1933
Joe Todd's Motor Sales
Quality Used Cars
Reasonably Priced
Joe Todd and Lorry Hole












Ihe Businessman s tioice







Sunday School 10:10 am




• Murray Electric System
401 Olive - 753-5312
Tiny Tot Day Care
Infants To S Year,
Kentucky Licensed









403 Maple Phone 753-1713
West Ky. Rural Telephone
Glen B. Sears, Gen. Monoger
Sarney &roves, Collown Mershall, Carlisle Ceeeties in Ky. oaf
lletery Co , Lima
751-4351 or 247-4150
Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for Corn,
Wheat & Soybeans




Sunday Buffets - lit. 2
641 South 753-5966
Gallimore's Restaurant
Specializing in Catfish Dinners





leery on Nwy. 41
Aurora, Ky. 474-7214
Authorized Illercruiser Sales Service
D's SHIRTS n' things
OPEN ALL YEAR
C,. ,,,, 
Tops& Jeans For the Family
Hwy. 88, AGM, 474 U96
Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
Building Blocks I Ready Mix Concrete
Fast Main Street 75 1-15 10
Kentucky Lake
Oil Company
JOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCTS
Wormy Serval Cebu', Greve.
733 1121 and Carlisle C *whet
Sue & Charlie's Restaurant
Falr11011S Fish !hurlers





N., 4* Phone 753-1921
Sam Cathoun Plumbing-Electric
Sales and Service






























Reg. 94.88, Size 10-18


















* No stir, no mess, wall paint dries in only
1/2-hour. Many colors to choose
from Gallon cans.
LOOK FOR THE "FAMILY SAYINGS























. . . for any
size can . . .
Sturdy trash bags for indoor and
outdoor uses. Choose tall kitchen
can bags, trash and grass bags,
large trash and lawn bags or leaf
bags. All with twist ties.
Refreshing Nature Scent
Soaps in 4.75 ounce
LIMIT 4 (net wt.) bars
oit
YkY''''..,10.,ZLINWORNOW/OW.:1
N s .Y.07 e
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Schedules For The Week Of Sept. 23-SOL 29






S:35 - Agri. USA
WTVF-5







7:211-kegfece 6:2S - Ferns Digest
7:00 -110.1141711 6: -
Yos Sewl
630 Maws
744 - Stmekry Dee
7:30- kegler i
Sag- Chet of Sera-
Meads
Sag - Seger* rimed'
9:011- Surety ' s MI
Stars
6:3/3- teed of lost














11,00 - Space Aced.
9:411- Scesby's All Star
1630- Pia Pastier
Isis_ wearied sp.
11:30- NCAA: Mich. at
Notre DOM*














11:30 - leggy heats
12,cre -. goy kap
1230 - Hooter Formby
1:00- MSC Ossetian
11.30 -
12:00- Fee City 5
1230- Spotlight
1:00- Meets Cost





11:00 - Fab. Fuswies
11:30 - leggy Poets
1200 - Fiona Report
12:30 - facepost
1:00 Maim I- Ilesebell
400 B04111411 IL Outer
11:30- Fet Albert
12:00- Ark II
12:30 - 30 Mime es



























430 - Porter Wagerer
500 - Pep Gees the Co.
S:30 - Oka. Mimic




10:00- Scow ort 10




4:30- 918 No lie
"-News











2,30 • Sign Off























12:30- Price is tight
1:00 With This Ring
some
1:15 - News
TV GUIDE FOR SUNDAY
WNGE-2
6:00-- Maki Women
6,30 - Mae Sept
I
WSIL-3
110 - Dee Yawns

















8:00 - Lie* local















coo - Jimmy Sweggert
1: 30 _ Ames Regius

























1 1:00_ marl the press
'1 1:30-Pubic Affairs
12:40-Nft kettle
3:00 - $ada IL is
4:00- Vlasbeir Horowitz
5:00-Scow a See.




. 3:00-St. Louis vs.
Danes






10:30- Face the Nation
11:00-- This is the life













-6: 00 - 601041.
7 : - Mery00
3:00 - All in Family
5.30-News
6:00- Weft Disney




6:00 - lassie Pert II
7:00- bottle St ar













10:00 - Scene st 10
10:30-Movie






11:00 -- Gong Show














DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
WNGE-2









6:00 - Ralph homy
WT1IF 5
5:15-Country 70er:













9' 3° - 4.1"7.°4 347s
10:30 - Family Feed








8:00 - 660erdeel"11 5
3'30 - 56k9I's Wi0----






g , go _ 0,0 . Kansa, oo





12:00 - MI My chat










1h IS- ef NI*IfeilMid-Dfrf
11:311-11yee's Nike
12:00- AI IlAy Child. .
2011 - Goa. Hospital













 - De" of our
Restless
I 1:30 -Search for Tom.
12:00-Farm Kelm*
12:051 -00 -Ogre tif e
2:00- Gee. ltespaul
3:00- hmay Pages




12:34- Days of OW
Lives
1:30 Dectors
11,30- %era for Tom.
12:00- T911 fbe Tree's







1:30 - Graidieg Light
2,30 - M•A*VN3:30-Seth. of tire
Masts















3 :30-My 3 Sens
4:00-Partridge Family
4:30- Brusly Brent











5:30 - News6:30 - Creeswits














5:30 - Goths Pete












6 10 Pop Gees the Co.
































I 2,00 - Tomorrow
8,30,0e• Day




TV GUIDE FOR TUESDAY
WNGE-2
7:00- Nappy Days

















6:30 --Neme That Tine
1:00-- Paper Chose
8:34- Taxi









7:311 - Layers* t Shirley
8:110- 3's Compeer, ..
1:30-Teel

















































7:00 - Dick Cheri
1:00-Movie
9:011- Ukase




6 30 Newlyweds ̀








- 4 11- Sit °fi
WPSD-6 
_
6:30 --- Nashville Nut








7:30 - In the Begraing
8:00 -- Movie
10:00 - 12 Reports
10:30 Movies
12:30-News





















10 :DI - News












I 00 Hower five 0 .
9-00 gor say *pees
10 00 Mews
11.30 Mary T. Moore
moo - Movie A























12:00 - Netts TV GUIDE FOR FRIDAY
WNGE-2










7:00 Denny a merle










g as ge.srs e% Jests.
'''". 2: ---- - -




6 30 N•wlYw" ("1 "




10 10 Merry T. Moen,








1 30 Who's Watching
$ 00 Rockford
9 00 Eddie Capri
10.00 News
10:30 Tersiglit
12 oo midoisiet Sp•c
KFTS-12
6,30 blotch Gear
7.00 - Wander *raw,
3:00 - lecredible Silk






The menus for the various
lunchrooms for both the
Murray City and Calloway
County School systems for the
week of Sept. 25 to 29 have
been released by Glinda
Jeffrey, foods supervisor,





hamburger, hot dog, fish
sandwich, corn dog, salad bar,
fruit plate; Tuesday--
hamburger, hot dog, pizza,
ham sandwich, salad bar,
fruit plate; Wednesday-
hamburger, hot dog, sausage,
chicken and dumplings, salad
bar, fruit plate; Thursday-
hamburger, hot dog, taco,
pizza, salad bar, fruit plate;
Friday-hamburger, hot dog,
lasagne, vegetable soup with
peanut butter sandwich, salad
bar, fruit plate. A variety of





hamburger, pizza, ice cream;
Wednesday--hamburger,
meatloaf, rolls and jelly;
Thursday-hamburger, taco,
cookie; Friday-hamburger,
barbecue beef, cookie. A
variety of fruits and






turkey and gravy, green peas,
creamed potatoes, cranberry




hamburger, french fries, fruit
gelatin, cookie; Friday-pizza,





beef sandwich, chicken and
dumplings; Tuesday--
hamburgers, batter fried fish,
submarines; Wednesday-





pot pie. A variety of salads,
vegetables, bread, desserts,
ice cream, milk, iced tea,
lemonade, and an open salad
bar are served each day.
- EAST, NORTH, and
SOUTHWEST-Monday--
hamburger or ravioli;
Tuesday-hot dog or meat
loaf. Wednesday-hamburger
or pizza; Thursday-hot dog or
sausage and biscuit; Friday-
hamburger or fish sandwich.
Milk and a variety of fruits
and vegetables and dessert
are served each day.
MR. MCFEELY AND PURPLE PANDA, characters from "Mr. Rogers' Neighborhood," are
coming to KET's 10th Anniversary Party Sunday, September 24. The Party will be held in
the Mall at Lexington Center (next to Rupp Arena) in Lexington from 1 to 4 p.m. (ET).
Three 20 minute shows by the Mr. Rogers cast members and an eight-minute multi-
media presentation are planned for the event kicking off a year-long observance of






































































1. Speech and Theatre, Bob Johnson
2. Wally Swann with Word Power
3. Father Mattingly
1.




MSU Political Scientist, Larry Mos?
Book ReVlew: Jean LOrrah reviews UntO Zeor Forever
History Commentary "SU History Detkrtment
Weekly Shopping Basket
1. MSU Economist. Gilbert Mathis
2. Foreign Language Presentation, MFU Deoartrent
1. Margaret Trevathan with Library Corner
,.. Darrel Ramsey. Murray Ministerial Association
...VVKMS Schedule..
Friday, Sept. 22 ( p.m.
7:30 p.m. The Spider's Web.
Final segment of 'Choices,"
portraits of women in
American history.-
8 p.m. NPR Recital Hall.
The Quartetto Italiano plays




10 a.m. A Bluegrass Hor-
nbook. Host Jeth Mill features
the music of the Country
Gentlemen.
11 a.m. National Town
Meeting. Lowell Thomas, host
of "Lowell Thomas
Remembers," is the speaker,
and- Ann Compton of ABC
News is the moderator.
7 p.m. Earplay. "Good
Causes: The Confessions of a
Troubadour." Storyteller,
songwriter and guitarist
Gamble Rogers portrays the




Concert Hall. Emil Gilels,
piano, and the Helsinki
Philharmonic perform
Beethoven's Concerto for
Piano and Orchestra no, 5 and
the Overture to Prometheus
and Sibelius' Symphony no. 2.
8 p.m. Voices in the Wind.
Connie Goldman talks with
Joan Mondale about her
continuing support of the arts
in a program which also
spotlights jazz pianist Ramsey
I,ewis, folksinger Libba
Cotton, and others.
9 p.m. Jazz Alive. The
Rahsaan Roland Kirk
Memorial Jazz Festival.
Monday, Sept. 2.5 ,
9 a.m. Options. "35 Tenors
on the High C's." Fred
Calland presents 35 different
singers performing the brief
and impassioned aria "Di
Quella Pira" from Verdi's II
Trovatore and talks about
interpretation.
7:30 p.m. The Spider's Web.
First of five segments of a
dramatization of E. B. White's
Stuart Little.
8:30 p.m. BBC Science
Magazine. A look at social
effects on monkey fertility,
fossil fuels to make the world
more comfortable, a walk
during childbirth, and the
"water dimer" as a key to
climate.
Tuesday, Sept. 26









()bony no. 2, and Penderecki's
Als Jakob erwarbte:
Wednesday, Sept. 27
9 a.N. Options. "The
Houston Police Force: A
Question of Accountability."
7 p.m. NBC University






Brian Jenkins, an expert in
terrorism who works at the
Rand Corporation.
8 p.m. Jazz Revisited. "The
Intellectual Approach." One-
word-title jazz recordings




9 a.m. Options in Education.
"Fads." Whatever happened





All The Newest Releases First!
And The Lowest Prices In Town,
Large Selection of Country










Free Discount Card. i
The s/ Selection of Topes and Albums in this ore°
World of Sound
222 Se,- -12th cf 753 5V,5
IN WHAT DIRECTION
ARE WE HEADING?
Being sick has become a lot more complicates
than it once was. But then our chances for recoverin
or being cured have ,also taken a sharp upturn
Diagnosis is more accurate, treatment is moo
effective and medicines are certainly more specific.
Your pharmacist has also taken on a
increasingly new rote Where once most of the tim
was spent actually making up your medicines, now h
or she must spend a great deal of tittle studying abou
the drugs he dispenses.
Your pharniacist must he able to give cad
patient important information about the medicine.
they take We enjoy this new role
"A GREAT MANY PEOPLE ENTRUST US with the,
prescriptions, health needs and other phormoc •
products. We consider this trust a privilege and a duty
May we be your personal family pharmacy "
•
SC TTS
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3 REG. 3.99
Sturdy all purpose canvas
oxford. Full cushioned in-



































The ultimate deep fryer.















































Be Air Shopping Center




look finish cabinet. Chimes
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MURRAY'S MOST COMPLETE OFFICE
OUTFITTERS AND SUPPLY STORE
gvw oCa t es
OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC.







Toyota & GMC Trucks
So 12th 753-4961









Mike Dickens (14) will lead Murray State against the Ohio Valley Conference's leading
offensive team in Tennessee Tech Saturday in Cookeville. The Racer offensive line in-








Direct Service to Louisville,
Ky.; St. Louis, Mo.; Nashville,
Tn.; Memphis, Tn.




79's Will Be Arriving Soon!
C-17, C-15, Cherokee, Wogoneer 8, Trucks,






































All The Way Tigers
Hours:
8 a.m. I II p.m. Ses.-Tkers
I a a. NI Ilidsight- Fri. & Sat
Inaklau lined 8 situ toIO3Oa.m
North 12th St.
Before Or After The Game
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Will Face League's Top Offensive Squad
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
One thing is certain: if
preseason polls for the
strongest team in the Ohio
Valley Conference hold true,
every game for Murray State
after Saturday will be easier.
The Racers open their OVC
schedule against Tennessee
Tech at Cookeville then at 7:30
p.m., and Murray will face the
league coaches' pick for the
best team this season.
The Golden Eagles, at least
offensively, 'have lived up to
Murray To Open OVC Slate At Tech
statistics. The Eagles lead in
total average (375.0) and
Passing yardage (178.5), while
the Racers are tops in rushing
( 230.5) and point scored (22.01.
The two teams also rank
closely in defense. Tech is
third, allowing 295 yards a
game, while Murray is fifth
(319.5).
Penalties — or the lack of
them — could be the key for
the Racers. They currently
rank last in that department,
having had 187 yards stepped
off against them. Tech has
been penalized 96 yards.
Eagle quarterback Milt
Jenkins leads the league —
and ranks No. 2 nationally in
Division I-2A — in total. of-
fense ( 201.5 ) and passing
yardage (22-37-328 yards). But
that billing. They lead the
OVC in passing ( 178.5 ) and
total offense ( 375.0k after their
first two games.
But score wise, Tech stands
only 1-1, as does•Murray, after
its two nonconference con-
tests. The Eagles stumbled in
their opener against Nicholls
State, losing 20-10, before
rebounding to nip Western
Carolina 22-20 last Saturday.
It took a 46-yard field goal by
Tech's Wayne Anderson with
1:11 left in the game for Tech
to take that one.
Southeast Missouri stunned
Murray in the two teams'
season opener as the Indians
defeated the Racers for the
first time since 1929. But
Murray whipped Evansville
23-9 the following week and
has had a week off in
preparation for Tech.
The Racer-Eagle clash is
one of four games that will
open the OVC season. Western
Kentucky (1-1) visits Austin
Peay (1-0), East Tennessee is
at Eastern Kentucky ( 0-1) and
Morehead (0-0-1) travels to
Middle Tennessee (0-2).
Akron ( 1-1 ) will host Wayne
State. The Zips, though
members of the OVC, won't
compete against league
schools until 1979. East
Tennessee, now a member of
the Southern Conference, will
abandon all ties with the OVC
after the football season is
completed.
Tech and Murray dominate
the conference offensive
MSU Women's Record Now 6-0
lost my concentration; I
lost my concentration,"
repeated Karen Weis as she
walked from the court after
her victory at No. 1 singles
over Kathy Viehe.
She had handled the
Memphis State netter with
relative ease in the first set,
winning 6-1, but found herself
down 5-4 in the second set.
Weis rallied, however, to take
the second set 7-5 to up her fall
singles record to 6-0.
In the process, she helped
the Murray State women's
tennis team to its own 6-0
mark with a 9-0 shutout of the
Tigers Thursday at the MSU
tennis courts.
Bitsy Ritt, at No. 2, ran her
mark to 6-0 with a 6-2, 6-0
victory over Pat Keyes; as did
Lynn Martin at No. 3 with a 6-
3, 6-1 triumph over Melanie
Thomas.
Anne Ress beat Tina
Ostrowski 6-0, 7-5 at No. 4,
while Yvonna Utley whipped
Carolyn Smith 6-1, 6-2 at No. 5.
Becky Jones emerged a 6-3, 6-
0 winner over Betty Manning
at No. 6 singles.
The Racers completed the 9-
0 sweep with three doubles
victories. Weis and Ritt beat
Viehe-Keyes 6-2, 6-3; Martin-
Ress topped Thomas-
Ostrowski 6-2, 6-0, and Utley-
Jones downed Smith-Manning
6-3,7-5.
Murray will seek its first
triumph against Western





Saturday at the MSU tennis
complex.
The Racers face Southwest
Missouri at 2:40 p.m. today,
then will play the doubles
portion of their match with
Edwardsville Friday evening.
They will complete their
match with Edwardsville at 9
a.m. Saturday before taking
on Western at noon.
Ali Honored
By the Associated Press
LOUISVILLE — Muham-
mad Ali proved that you can,
indeed, go home again — and





everywhere„.in the world, but
there's nothing like being
honored in My hometown," All
told an estimated3,000 fans at
a public- reception for the
champ at-the Kentucky State
Fairgrounds Thursday night.
They came from all over —
inner-city youths from Al's
former turf, former associates
who guided then-Cassius Clay
as a young Golden Gloves
champ, bedecked dignataries
including Mayor William
Stansbury and Gov. Julian
Carroll — and a throng of
news reporters.
The crowd at the
Fairgrounds Stadium was far
less than the expected 20,000.
P. •
f
Karen Weis returns a backhand shot during her 6-1, 7-5 trium-
ph over Memphis State's Kathy Viehe Thursday. She improved
her - and her team's - season record to 6-0.
Wranglers' Horse Show Set
The Wranglers Riding Club
Horse Show will be held
Saturday. Sept. 23, at 6:00
p.m. at the riding club, located
four miles east of Murray off
Highway 94 East on the Van
Cleave Road.
This will be a show with $800
added money with 18 different
classes. Three place trophies
in each division will be given
in Class One, and five place
trophies will be given in
classes three and ten, with the
entry fee being $2.00; 80 per
cent payback of entries plus
added money will be givenln
all other classes with the entry
fee being $5.00.
Classes are as follows:
Pony Lead Line and
Buckaroo-48" and under,
riders six years and under.
Open Halter Class-jackpot




$40.00 added money-walk, fox
trot.
Open Western Pleasure-





$40.00, not eligible for Class 14.
Youth Westerp Pleasure-
riders 16 years and under-
jackpot plus $40.00 added
money.
Open Gaited Pleasure-
jackpot plus '$80.00 added
money-walk, favorite gait,
tack optional.
Pony Barrel Race-48" and
under.
Junior Barrel Race-jackpot
plus $60.00 added money-
riders 16 years and under.
Senior Barrel Race-jackpot
plus $80.00 added money-
riders 17 years and over.
Women's Western Pleasure-




eligible for Class 7.
Country Pleasure-jackpot
plus $40.00 added money-
walk, favorite gait, canter,
tack optional.
Open Flags( on fence --
jackpot plus $60.00 added
money.
Junior One Barrel Speed
Race-jackpot plus $50.00
added money-riders 16 years
and under.
Senior One Barrel Speed
Race-jackpot plus $50.00
added money-riders 17 years
and over.
The final event will be the
Jackpot Barrel Race with the
winner take all and entry fee
of $5.00.
Admission will be $1.00 per
person ( $1.00 allowance for
each horse), children 12 and
under 50 cents, and children
six and under will be free. The
concession stand will be open
with plate lunches berng
served.
The feed for the show will be
donated by the Kirksey Sweet
Feed Mill. For information
persons may call 753-8633, 492-
8642, or 435-4481. The public is
Invited to attend, a club
spokesman said.
You are invited to join us in celebrating our








9:30 a.m. Bible Classes
10:30 a.m. Worship
12 00 Noon Church-wide
Dinner in Annex









has announced the can-
cellation of its Dec. 7
basketball game against
Louisiana Tech.
"With the Ohio Valley
Conference retaining its
automatic bid to the NCAA
tournament and with the
resulting continuation of our
own post-season conference
tournament, " WKU Athletic
Director Johnny Oldham said,
"we found ourselves with one




were made to cancel the
game," he said.
Western's Hilltoppers open
their season Nov. 25, in Diddle




Western Kentucky is a
member of the eight-team
OVC, which also includes
Middle Tennessee State,
Tennessee Tech,. Austin Peay,
Eastern Kentucky, Murray
State, Morehead State and
Akron.
the 6-2 junior has already had
five passes picked off.
Mike Dickens, hurt
statistically with a 1-11
passing performance against
Southeast Missouri, ranks
seventh on 9 of 25 passing, but
he hasn't thrown an in-
terception.
Danny Lee Johnson leads
the league and is sixth
nationally in rushing with
118.5 yards a game. He has
averaged 7.2 yards a carry, a
two-yard advantage per carry
over every other OVC runner.
Tech's best rusher so far has
been Kevin Tillman, a 6-2, 200-
pound sophomore, with 66.5
yards a game.
A crucial aspect of the game
will be the Racer defensive
secondary. Murray ranks last
in defense against the pass, other cornerback slot. Bud
having allowed 190 yards a Foster will man the grizzly
game, while Tech leads the back spot.
Mike Basiak, who sustainedleague in pass offense.
Jenkins primary target has a broken nose in preseason
been 5-10 senior wide receiver practice, will probably see
Craig Rolle, who has caught 11 action at linebacker, as will
tosses for 224 yards. David Reagan at right
Murray Coach Mike Gott- defensive end.
fried will shuffle the ,secon- Vernon Broadnax, the
dary a bit. Freshman Glen Racers' 410-pound right
Jones, who started against tackle, has an ankle injury
Evansville after Billy Lewis and will be replaced by Reggie
was injured, played so well Pope should he be unable to
that he won the starting role at play.
cornerback over the now- Freshman Tim Wheeler will
healthy sophomore. be at guard after a one-game
Lewis will share playing stint at tackle.
time at the free safety spot Saturday will mark the 44th
with Roger Rushing. meeting between Tech and
Freshman Jerry Powell, Murray. The Racers trail in
moved from quarterback, the series, 18-24-1. Game time
may get the starting nod at the is 7:30 p.m.
• •
It will probably take a stellar performance from the Racer defensive secondary for Murray to top
high-powered Tennessee Tech Saturday in Cookeville. Glen Jones (49) led Racer defenders in the





















The Ford Thunderbird And Ford Fairmont












Carlos Jones Larry Scott John Hutching
Come By And See The Remaining
1978 New Cars When








701 Main "New Ideas From Murray's Oldest Car Dealer" 753-5273
Ed West 7534084
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Joe And Mike Gottfried
Laker, Tiger Frosh Squads
Take Road Victories Thursday
Murray High scored on the
game's final play, and
Calloway's Randy Dawson
ran for two touchdowns as
both freshman high school
squads took road victories
•Thursday.
Murray 18, Benton 14
BENTON — Take away the
first and last plays of the
game, and the Indians are 14-6
winners. Put them back, add
two touchdown runs .by Todd
Rutherford, and its a Tiger
victory.
Rutherford rambled 20
yards on a dive play for the
score as the horn sounded to
give Murray High its first
victory of the season. The
Tigers dropped their opener to
Heath.
Murray took a 6-0 lead on
the first play of the contest on
a play very identical to the
final one, with Rutherford
going 65 yards for the TD.
After Benton took a 14-6
lead, David Schmaltz pulled
Murray within two points with
a •15-yard sweep late in the
first half.
Tiger Coach Mark Brady
credited the running of
Rutherford and Schmaltz and
the „blocking by the offensive
line.
-We still have a long way to
go, but as soon as we can get
the kids settled in their
positions, we will be a much
better team," he said.
Calloway 22, North Marshall
12
CALVERT CITY — The
Lakers won their first ga,me
after three losses in defeating
North Marshall.
Randy Dawson gave
Calloway a 6-0 lead in the first
quarter on a 15-yard run.
North tied the game in the
same period on a 30-yard
touchdown pass.
In the third quarter, North
Marshall took the lead on
another long touchdown-
scoring strike, but fullback
Kirk Starks rambled to a
touchdown from 10 yards out
early in the fourth quarter to
tie the game.
David Tipton gave the
Lakers the lead for good with
an off-tackle run in the
coversion attempt.
Calloway added an in-
surance score later in the
period when Dawson scored
on another 10-yard scamper.
Coach Freeman Dallas had
high praise for quarterback
Kyle Cardinal. "It was by far
the best game he's played for
us," Dallas said. "He really
took command on the field."
Dallas also praised the play
of tackle Don Hargrove,
moved from nose guard, and
the offensive line, which in-
cluded Shawn Jones, Tony
Herndon and Ricky Sheridan.
Racer, Saluki Opponents May
Become More Priged' Victims
"Geez," said Evansville sports
information director Tom Lamonica,
"you guys are going to 'fried' us to
death."
Fried? Lamonica had a right to coin
a new word-when speaking to Murray
State football Coach Mike Gottfried
Sept. 9. The Racers had just defeated
his Evansville squad 23-9, but
Lamonica wasn't angry with the loss.
He had just went through one-half of
a situation most university publicists
never have to deal with. The football
Aces opened their season with a loss to
Gottfried to give the Murray first-
year coach victory No. 1 as a Racer.
But Evansville has to take a chance
of giving another Gottfried an op-
portunity for his first triumph — but
not in football, and not to Mike.
The Purple Aces open their
basketball season Nov. 25 at Southern
Illinois University in Carbondale, and
Gottfried will be on the bench as the
Saluki head coach — Jot that is.
Who's Joe? He's the older brother of
Mike, and they have the unique
situation of each being named as head
coach at a university in the same
year.
Mike, 33, was named Murray State
coach last March, a month before Joe,
38, was named to the post at SIU. For
the younger Gottfried, it's his first
chance to prove himself as a head
coach on the college level, but for Joe,
he will have a hard time even
duplicating his prior success.
The elder Gottfried spend five years
as head coach at Ashland College in
Ohio, compiling records from 1973-77
of 16-9, 8716, 20-7, 20-6 and 19-7 — a .649
winning percentage.
But both Gottfrieds enjoyed success
as athletes. As students at Crestline
High in Ohio, they were part of a
string of quarterbacks at the school
that, by the time Mike's turn came
around, probably convinced fans that
the position was a member of the
Gottfried family tree.
Jack Harbaugh, a first cousin of the
Gottfrieds, quarterbacked the school
in the mid 50's, before Joe came along
to earn all-state honors in 1956. He was
followed by Jerry Harbaugh (Jack's
brother) before Mike led the offensive
unit in 1961.
Despite playing that position only a
year in high school, Mike quar-
terbacked Morehead State from '62-
'65. Joe, though, went in a different
direction.
A talented basketball player as well
all-state two years in high school), he
enrolled at Kent State on a football
scholarship, but transferred to
Ashland College.
Joe played roundball there, but
never as a starter. "When I was there,
there was one of those situations
where there were already three good
guards, so I was always a substitute,"
he explained.
But it did give him the opportunity
to take on the personality of two
different athletes. "I always played a
lot in high school, with pretty much
success," said Joe, "so it was a new
experience for me to sit on the bench
in college. But I think it has made me
a much better coach. I can sym-
Tony Wilt
Sports Edito
pathize with both types of athletes and
the pressures placed on each."
Joe feels that Mike had a bit of
pressure of his own in high school to
match his older brother's ac-
complishments. "He didn't go through
anything more than most younger
brothers do if their older brother was
an athlete."
Mike, says Joe, could well have
made it in college as a basketball
player. "He wasn't very fast, but he
was fundamentally very sound. I
wanted him to attend Wittenberg
College (Ohio) and play basketball,
but he went to Morehead."
As an Eagle, Mike lettered four
years in football. His best season was
in 1965, when he led the Ohio Valley
Conference in passing, completing 114
of 251 for 1,585 yards and 13 touch-
downs. Those attempt and completion
figures set OVC marks that have since
been broken.
After college, Mike coached the
Norwalk, Ohio, St. Paul High School
team to a 38-1 record over four
seasons. He also led the Struthers,
Ohio, High School team to an 8-2
record in 1972.
He served as defensive backfield
coach at Morehead for a year, of-
fensive coordinator at Youngstown
State for another season and
assistant at Cincinnati in 1976 before
his one-year stint as offensive coor-
dinator at Arizona last season.
Mention the Gottfrieds and you're
just getting started in Crestline
natives who went on to become
coaches.
The late Al Park, offensive line
coach at Purdue; Jack Harbaugh,
secondary coach at Michigan; Jim
Marshall, offensive line coach at UT-
Martin; and Gates Brown, former
major league baseball player in
Detroit and now a coach for the
Tigers, all came from Crestline.
"It's really kind of strange. It's a
community of only about 5,000, yet
there have probably been 80 coaches
from there," Mike says. Not to
mention two brothers that Evansville
probably wishes were still there.
Boston A Winner, But So Is New York
By the Associated Press
The New York Yankees
have the Boston Red Sox on an
electric treadmill, and it's
been a couple of Yankee right
arms turning on the switch.
Catfish Hunter started and
Rich Gossage finished in a
story that has been repeated
Once-Powerful Cardinals
To Face Now-Powerful Dallas
By the Assfwiated Press
As recently as last season,
you could count on a meeting
of the St. Louis Cardinals and
Dallas Cowboys to go a long








Shipwash Boat N' Motor
203 E. Main 759-1872
either club would be in or out
of the National Football
League title chase.
This year, though, people
are wondering whether the
Cardinals are in or out of the
league.
The Cowboys, shocked 27-14
last Sunday by Los Angeles,
nevertheless are rated one of
the National Conference's
powerhouses, a preseason
pick to make it back to the
Super Bowl — and favorites by
more than two touchdowns to
demolish St. Louis Sunday in
Texas Stadium.
Sunday's other games are
Los Angeles at Houston,
Cleveland at Pittsburgh,
Baltimore at Buffalo, Miami
at Philadelphia, New Orleans
at Cincinnati, the New York
Jets at Washington, Denver at
Kansas City, Detroit at
Seattle, Atlanta at Tampa
Bay, Green Bay at San Diego,












York. Giants and, at night,
New England at Oakland.
Monday night's game is
Minnesota at Chicago.
The Cards, East Division
champions in 1974 and 1975
and a 10-4 runnerup in 1976
before sagging to 7-7 last !, ear,
are staggering around under
first-year pro Coach Bud
Wilkinson, wi in three
games and the second-lowest
scoring team in the league, a
shocker considering they were
among the- most explosive
teams in recent seasons.
"We are a disappointed
football team," said the 61-
year-old Wilkinson, a legend
























Aorthowitoill 114011 leak. Ow*,
BARRETT'S
SERVICE CENTER
639 S 4th St
Phone 753-9868
numerous time- s - since Hunter
came off the disabled list in
the middle of July.
And as been their custom
since the end of July, when
Bob Lemon became the
manager, the Yankees won.
This time they beat Toronto 7-
1 as Hunter and Gossage
combined on a five-hitter
Thursday night. The Red Sox,
who have been winning of late
— four of the last five games
— beat Detroit 5-1 but went
nowhere because of the
Yankee victory.
With each team having nine
games left, the Yankees lead
the Red Sox by two games in
American League East.
"We don't have to turn it
on," said the inspirational
Hunter. "It's going just like
last year."
Last year, the Yankees won
the World Series, but they
looked like also-rans until
Lemon's easy-going style
allowed them to concentrate
on baseball rather than the
hysterics of the Billy Martin
regime.
Elsewhere, Texas beat
Minnesota 6-3 and Kansas City
whipped Milwaukee 8-4,
moving 51/2 games ahead of
idle California in the AL West
race.
Red Sox 5, Tigers 1
Dennis Eckersley, the
stopper of the staff, pitched a
six-hitter for his 18th victory
and his ninth this season
following a Boston loss. He
also won Sunday, beating the
Yankees and salvaging the
final game of a crucial three-
game weekend series.
Carlton Fisk snapped an 0-
for-22 slump with an RBI
single in a three-run first
inning. After Fisk's two-out
hit; Fred Lynn walked to load
the bases and Butch Hobson
singled in two runs.
Jason Thompson's 25th
homer leading off the seventh
was the only run for the
Tigers, whose manager,
Ralph Houk, announced his
retirement before the game,
effective at the end of the
season. Les Moss, manager of
the Tigers' top farm club, will
get the promotion.
Royals 8, Brewers 4
The magic number is now
five for Kansas City's third
straight AL West crown.
George Brett singled home the
tying run in the fourth and
clubbed a solo homer in the
sixth to help beat Milwaukee
and move 54: games ahead of
idle California.
Dennis Leonard scattered 10
hits for his 19th victory in 36
decisions.
Rangers 6, Twins 3
Jon Matlack, 14-13, fired a
five-hitter, winning on the
road for only the second time
in 12 decisions. The hard-
throwing left-hander struck
out five and walked two for his
17th complete game of the
season.
Pinch-hitter Johnny Grubb
broke open a 3-2 ballgame
with a two-run double that
keyed a three-run eighth in-
ning.
Bear Warns Of USC
By the Associated Press
-If we don't improve,
be embarrassed," says Coach
Paul "Bear" Bryant of the
nation's top-ranked college
football power, Alabama.
"Southern Cal is a lot stronger
than anybody we've played so
far."
Bryant, who has steered the
Tide past Big Eight Con-
ference powers Nebraska and
Missouri, sends his unbeaten
machine against the seventh-
ranked Trojans in Bir-
mingham Saturday in the top
game on the collegiate
agenda.
The 4 p.m. EDT bout is
expected to draw a crowd of
almost 80,000 into Legion Field








Open to boys and girls ages 8 to 13.
Its football time again time for you to enter our
PP&K competition where you can test your football
skills by competing with others your own age
Winners will receive a PP&K trophy and a chance
to compete in higher levels of competition The
finals will be held at the NEC Championship game





Registration: August 18 through
October 6th.
Registration is very simple Come into our dealer
ship with your parent or guardian to sign up
While you're here, be sure to pick up a tree PP&K
Tips Book. In it you'll find tips from the pros on how
to improve your skills and prepare for Punt. Pass
& Kick
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HOME OF THE LAKERS
•
The Calloway County junior varsity cheerleaders are, from left, Celisa Curd, Dee Dee Darnell, Debbie Stubblefield, Gina Bynum,
Debbie Ferguson, Brenda Murdock, and Donna Swift. Not pictured is Lori Hale.
Staff Photo By Tony Wilson
Pirates Within 1 /2 Games Of Idle
PhiHies In East Pennant Chase
By the Associated Press
The Chicago Cubs called on
the reserves, but still couldn't
stop the Pittsburgh Pirates.
Despite the use of a National
League record-tying 27
players Thursday, the Cubs
were found lacking in the
defensive area and as a result
dropped a 3-2, 14-inning
decision to Pittsburgh.
"It was just a typical Pirate
battle,- said Pittsburgh
Manager Chuck Tanner,
whose Pirates have been
winning close games all year
to stay in contention in the hot
National League East race.
Pittsburgh's four-hour, 40-
minute marathon victory
moved the Pirates within 1v2
games of the Philadelphia
Phillies, who were rained out
at Montreal Thursday.
This latest Pirate victory
was fashioned with the help of
Matt Alexander's running and
two wild throws by the Cubs.
Alexander, a pinch-runner,
MISS YOUR PAPER?
SobscnIters who hove /tot
received their Isonie-delivered
copy of The Merrily lodger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Memday-
friary or by 3:30 ea Suter-
days ere ailed to W1153-1916
Woman 5:30 p.m. end 6 p.m.,
Weary • Friary, or 3:30 p.m.
aid 4 p.m. Saterdeys, to ignore
delivery of the newspaper. Coils
mast be pieced by 6 p.m.
weekdays sr 4 p.m. Satwrsieys
to inserantwe &fleecy.
•
scored the_winning. run in the
14th when he stole second and
continued home on a pair of
poor throws on the same play.
Elsewhere in the National
League, the San Diego Padres
beat the San Francisco Giants
5-1; the Houston Astros
blanked the Atlanta Braves 2-0
and the St. Louis Cardinals
took a 6-2 decision over the
New York Mets.
The 27 players used by the
Cubs tied an NL record set
Sept. 13, 1974 by Philadelphia
in a 17-inning game against St.
Louis. The Cubs and Pirates
used a total of 45 players,
falling six short of the NL
mark set in the Philadelphia-
Wildcats
Have Incentive
LEXINGTON, Ky. - There
are incentives aplenty for the
Kentucky Wildcats as they
take on Baylor here
tomorrow, not the least of
which is the recollection of
last year's debacle in the
withering heat at Waco, Tex.
The Wildcats rambled all
over the field in that game,
despite 120-degree tem-
peratures on the field, but the
opportunistic Bears converted
three turnovers - two on
muffed punt attempts - deep
in Kentucky territory into
touchdowns for a 21-6 victory.
It was Kentucky's only loss
in a 10-1 season and marked
the fifth time in Fran Curd's
five seasons as coach that





• 2 pieces of fish filet
• crisp french fries





$1 57PLUS REG. DRINK
Reg. $ 2.07
Captain D's.




Padres 5, Giants 1
Gaylord Perry, who turned
40 last Friday, became the
first NL pitcher to win 20
games this year as San Diego
beat San Francisco.
Jerry Turner singled home
two runs as the Padres broke
open a close game with a
fourrun seventh. Gene
Richards, who went 4-for-4,
and Gene Tenace added RBI
singles in the inning.
Perry, who last won 20
games in 1974 while pitching
for the Cleveland Indians, was
removed in favor of Rollie
Fingers after pitching four-hit
hall for seven innings. Perry,
20-6, retired the last 10 batters
he faced, and 18 out of the last
20.
Astros 2, Braves 0
Ken Forsch pitched a five-
hitter and struck out 10 while
establishing a personal high
with his 10th victory of the
season as Houston blanked
Atlanta.
Forsch, 10-6, walked only
one and allowed only one
Atlanta runner to reach third
base. Phil Niekro, 19-16, ab-
sorbed the loss.
Cardinals 6, Mets 2
John Urrea combined with
Buddy Schultz on a four-hitter
and belted a two-run single to
lead St. Louis over New York.
Urrea, 4-9, who entered the
game with a 5.64 earned run
average, permitted just a
oneout single to Doug Flynn in
the fifth inning and struck out
four and walked three in seven
innings. Schultz pitched the
last two innings, allowing a
run in the ninth on a triple by
Lee Mazzilli and single by Tim
Foli.
Loser Craig Swan, 8-6,
allowed all six Cardinal runs
in his seven innings, but only
the first three were earned.
Ted Simmons smacked a two-




By the Associated Press
LOUISVILLE, Ky. - Ohio
Valley Conference football
teams, who thus far have been
whipping posts for non-
conference opponents, swing
into action against each other
Saturday.
Only one OVC team, 1977
champion Austin Peay, has an
umblemished record, 1-0.
Morehead is the only other
OVC team that hasn't lost, but
it hasn't won, either, having
tied Kentucky State last
weekend in its season opener.
Overall, the OVC stands 5-7-1
after two weeks of activity.
All OVC news isn't bad
news, however. Murray State
tailback Danny Lee Johnson,
for instance, ranks sixth in
Division 1-AA rushing
statistics with averages of
118.5 yards per game and 7.9
yards per carry. Quar-
terbacks Milton Jenkins of
Tennessee Tech and Bill
Hughes of Eastern Kentucky
are ranked No. 2 and No. 3 in
the division's total offense
statistics and Western's John
Hall is No. 6 on the division's
passing list with Jenkins No. 8.
In' Western Kentucky's
game Saturday. afternoon
Hall, who leads the conference
.in passing with 23 completions
in 39 attempts, may find rough
going against the visiting
Austin Peay Governors, who
lead the conference in pass
defense allowing just five
completions in 13 attempts.
Other Saturday cconfere*
games have Middle Tennessee
(0-2-0) hosting Morehead (0-0-
1 ) and Tennessee Tech (1-1-0
hosting Murray State ( 1-1-0).
Eastern Kentucky (0-1-0)
visits a former OVC member,
East Tennessee, and OVC
newcomer Akron (1-1-0,
which is not competing for the
conference title this season,
entertains Wayne State.
Western's 1-8-1 record last
year was the worst in the
school's history but it's only a
memory for Hall. "I figure if
we can get by Austin Peay
we've got a chance" in the
conference race. Western's
offensive line "is a lot bigger,
a lot faster and (has) a year's
experience," he said. Hall's
primary receivers are Eddie
Preston, Darryl Drake and
Ricky Gwinn.
Murray's Johnson, a 6-foot
205-pound sophomore, said the
Racers are looking forward to
their game with Tech and the
conference race. Twice this
year Johnson has gained more
than 40 yards on a single carry
and he's not really surprised.
"I'm a patient person and I
have established personal
goals on a long-range basis. I
would like to rush for more
than 1,000 yards this seasop,
make honorable mention All
America my junior year and
be selected first team All
America my senior year."
Coach Roy Kidd of Eastern
Kentucky probably wishes
that East Tennessee was still
a member of the OVC - his
Colonels hold a 17-7-2 edge in
the series:
"In the past this game was
always our first in the con-
ference, and East Tennessee
looks at Eastern as one of its
biggest rivals," he said.
To beat East Tennessee,
Kidd said Eastern will have to
cut down on errors and have
better concentration. In its
opener last week, Eastern lost
three fumbles k.4krid was
penalized 10 times for 106
yards.
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH
PARKER FORD -Inc- - -
753-5273 - Murray, Ky.
- URGE VOLUME-LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
Christian Co. Tackles
No. 1 Bowling Green
By the Associated Press
LOUISVILLE, Ky. -
Christian County football
Coach Fred Clayton says
there's nothing wrong with
Western Kentucky high school
football.
"We think we play pretty
good week in and week out.
Ws dog eat dog every week:"
Clayton's team will learn
just how tough it is Saturday
when it tangles in a dogfight
with Bowling Green, the
Associated Press' No. 1 State
AAAA team.
Revenge figures into the
Region 1, District 1 game,
because Bowling Green,
which boasts a nine-game
winning streak, finished 10-1
last season and Christian
County administered the
single defeat.
The loss kept Bowling Green
from advancing to the
playoffs. Christian County
advanced, but lost in the first
round.
This season both teams are
off to strong starts. Bowling
Green is 3-0, while Christian
County is 4-0 and rated No. 5 in
the poll.
Christian County is no
pushover, said Bowling Green
Coach Wilson Sears. -They
are the best team in our
district since the 1973 Paducah
Tilghman state championship
team," which compiled a
sparkling 11-0 record.
Three other top-ranked
teams are in action this week.
Jefferson County AAAA
leader Trinity renews its
colorful rivalry with No. 2-
ranked St. Xavier at the state
Fairgrounds Stadium here;
Class AAA leader Newport
Catholic visits crosstown rival
Newport and, Class A leader
Paintsville travels Saturday
to Johns Creek.
Other ranked teams playing
this weekend are:
In State AAAA, No. 2
Greenup County visits Hun-
tington (W.Va.); No. 3 Boone
County hosts Class AAA's No.
3 team, Fort Thomas
Highlands; No. 4 Lexington
Henry Clay hosts Franklin
County.
In Class AAA, No. 2 Russell
hosts Huntington (W.Va. )
East on Saturday; No. 4
Danville entertains Shelby
County and No. 5 Meade
County hosts North Hardin.
Lloyd Tops Tanner
By the Associated Press
LOS ANGELES - John
Lloyd of England rallied to
upset fourth-seeded Roscoe
Tanner 4-6, 7-6, 6-3 in third-
round action of a ;200,000




Fleming downed Kim War-
wick of Australia 7-6, 6-3.
In Class AA, No. 1 Corbin is
idle; No.2 Mayfield entertains
Owensboro Catholic; No. 3
Somerset entertains
Providence (Ind. ); No. 4
Heath hosts Murray and, No. 5
Middlesboro travels to
Knoxville (Tenn.) Farragut.
In Class A, No. 2 Bellevue
hosts Richmond Madison; No.
3 Harrodsburg entertains
LincolnCounty; No. 4 Beech-
wood travels Saturday to
Summitt Country Day and,






On U. S. 641 South
(On Our Truck Sales
Lot Next To Auto Auction)
Trucks-Trailers-
Buses Inc.







Wide tread grooves help channel water out from be-
tween the tread and the road - to give you good grip,
even in the rain. Custom Polysteel Radials hat,e two









RAM CHCCII - if we sell out
of your sire we mit .ssise you
• rein check, assuring future











AR78-13 $59.35 $54.60 $1.87
0R78-14 $66.80 $61.45 $2.32
FR78-14 $72.75 $66.95 $2.58
GR78-14 $76.55 $70.40 $2.76
HR78-14 $81.55 $75.00 $2.96
GR78-15 $78.60 $72.30 $2.75











Cushion Bolt Polyslos has
two fiberglass cord belts to
help fight the tread squirm
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Lube & Oil Change
$588
• Up to 5 quarts 101 30 miller
brand oil • Helps protect
moving p•rts and ensures
smooth quiet performance •
Complete chassis lubrication
and oil change • Check fluid
levels • In, hide, light trucks
• Call for an appointment
Front-End Alignment
and 4 lire Rotation
$1588 Parts itsttaif requiredfactudes frontwheel dove
• Protect tires and improve vehicle perfor-
mance • Inspect and rotate 4 tires, check
suspension and steering system • Set
camber. caster and toe-in to manufacturers
specification*
Most U.S. made - some import ears
Brake Overhaul$ 88 and serviCe"'"6
YOUR CHOICE DISC
OR DRUM-TYPE BRAKES
2•Whatel Front Disc: 4 -Wheel Drum:
Install new front dIsc Install new lining,
pads • Resurface and • Resurface brill..
true rotors • Inspect drums • Check t,
calipers and hydrau• chaotic system
Fit system
On either set', ire we repack front wheel hear
ings. install nein Jimmie seals, add fluid




Us• any of these 7 other ways to buy Our Own Customer Credit Plan
• Master Charge • BankAmeroard • American Express Card
• Carte Blanche • Diners Club • Cash
Confidence Stift Here G 0 0 R
Fl. h \ 5. v, S•irred Localkone
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CONSTITUTION WEEK — Calloway County Judge-Executlye Robert O. Miller
prepares to sign the prodamation declaring this week as National Constitution Week
in Murray and Calloway County. On the left is Mrs. John J. liyesay, regent of the Cap-
tain. Wendell Ours Chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution, sponsor of
the obsersance of this week each year. On the right is Miss Maude Nance, chairman of





































































































































mother The following Occurrences
48 In favor of must be reported to Social
49 Farm animal Security:
50 Golf mound Any move or change of
53 Depart address.
- Entry to or discharge
from an institution.
- Leaving the U.S.
- Separation of husband
and wife.
- Marriage or the end of
marriage.
- Any change in income.
- Any change in
resources-property Or
materials that are owned.
Blind or disabled people
should also report any
improvement in condition,
and if the person takes a job
while still disabled.
Students under 22 should
report if they start or stop
attending school.
People who receive Sup-
plemental Security Income
(SSI) payments because
they are 65 or over, or blind,
or disabled are responsible
for reporting any change in
their circumstances that
could have an effect on their
monthly payment, a local
Social Security spokesman
said recently.
Pilot Survives Many DangerousMissions;
Loses Eyesight Through Medical Mixup
CONCORD, N.H. (AP) - A
National Guard pilot who has
survived dozens of dangerous
rescue missions in the
treacherous White Mountains
may never fly again because
an unexplained medical
mixup during a routine
checkup left him blind.
"I thought my flying days
would end when a mountain
Pp or a pine • tree crashed
through my cockpit, not
because of a mixup in
eyedrops," Lt. Col. Russell
Tilton said Thursday.
The work of the 46-year-old
Army National Guard air
rescue officer is legendary in
the .state's aviation and
conservation community.
He has piloted small planes
and helicopters over the
state's wilderness forests and
needlesharp mountains,
survived three crashes in his
24 years of flying and logged
more than 10,000 hours.
"There are dozens of people
alive today because Tilton
slipped his chopper into isisces
in the White Mountains there
other men would never try to
fly," said Col. Leon Parker, a
senior Guard commander.
But on 'Sept. 9, Tilton was
grounded after a routine
annual flight physical at
Pease Air Force Bsse - not
because of his health, but
because of the examination
itself, Guard officials said.
A senior flight surgeon had
completed most of the
examination and was running
a routine test for glaucoma, an
eye disease.
Seconds after administering
eyedrops that should have
dilated his pupils, Tilton's
eyes begsn to burn.
• "HAW like someone had
shoved hot pokers into my
eyes," he recalled.
Guard officials said the
medication the doctor ad-
ministered was in a bottle
labeled as the required
ophthalmic solution, but in
reality contained Hemocult, a
highly caustic mixture used to
test stool samples.
-The bottle had the correct

















SOT MRS SuNISTEAD WE
CAN'T' &VC YOU A TV gOR





°HOW MAN GALLONS OF
CREAM CONTAINING 2547o
SITTER FAT AND MILK
CONTAINING 31si; BUTTER







LACY, THANKS TO THIS MAN WE
GOT SOUR MUGGER. WILL YOU














(HE'LL BE BACK ON THE
STREET IN A MONTH.
HE... OR HIS FRIENDS
WILL FIND ME.
I WON'T GET









It was a tragic accident but
we're not satisfied at leaving
it at that," said Col. James
Cuddihee, a senior Guard
official. "We have no proof
that the solutions were
deliberately switched, but
we're investigating the entire
matter."
Although he entered the
examination with 20-20 vision
and left almost blind, Tilton
said he does not blame the
doctor. "There was really no
way the doctor could have
known," Tilton said. "I've got
the pain but he's got the
memories."
-I went to the specialists
and took all the medications
they offeredand although they
said it would correct itself any
minute, that minute never
came," Tilton said.
Another. team of specialists
- at Massachusetts General
Hospital in Boston told Tilton
on Tuesday it was impossible
to evaluate the problem
because of "a conflict from
the earlier medications and
treatment I'd been given by
the other doctors," he said.
Many of the dozens of people
Tilton has plucked off
mountains or from rivers are
writing and phoning their best
wishes and the father of three
appears to be taking the ac-
cident in stride.
"All I can do is wait but the
waiting is killing me," he said.
-Flying is my entire life and
without it there would be an
enormous hole to fill."




i PUBLIC AND MEMBERS OF
WEST KENTUCKY RURAL ELECTRIC
COOPERATIVE CORPORATION
Take notice that West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation will on September 28, 1978 at
9 a.m. Eastern Daylight time at the office of the
Public Service Commission of Kentucky, 730 Schenkle
Lane, P. 0. Box 615, Frankfort, Kentucky, appear at a
Tpublic hearing for the purpose of complying with the
Y fuel adjustment regulation contained in 807 KAFt2:055.
The purpose of the hearing is to adopt as a part of the
tariffs of this Cooperative a standard fuel adjustment
clause which is required under the regulation
aforesaid.
All members of the West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation and the public should be
aware that the Cooperative will also request per-
mission to deviate from the standard fuel adjustment
clause in order to prevent a rate increase for certain
classes of members. If the deviation is not allowed,
then the following classes of members will have their
rates increased as a result of compliance with the
standard fuel adjustment clause.
The classes of members if deviation is not granted is
as follows; residential, outdoor lighting.
The tariffs are as follows:
PSC Requirements:
RESIDENTIAL RATE - SCHEDULE RS-6
Availability
This rate shall apply only to electric service to a
single family dwelling and its appurtenances, where
the major use of electricity is for domestic purposes
such as lighting, household appliances, and the per-
sonal comfort and convenience of those residing
therein. Any such dwelling in which space is oc-
casionally used for the conduct of business by a
person residing therein may be served under this rate.
Where a portion of a dwelling is used regularly for the
conduct of business, the electricity consumed in that
portion so used shall be separately metered and billed
under the General Power Rate; if separate circuits
are not provided by the customer, service to the entire
premises shall be billed under the General Power
Rate.
Character of Service
Alternating current, single-phase, 60 hertz. Voltage
supplied shall be the discretion of Distributor and shall
be determined by the voltage available from
distribution lines in the vicinity and-or other con-
ditions. Multi-phase service shall be supplied in ac-
cordance with Distributor's standard policy.
Base Charges
Customer Charge: $2.60 per delivery point per month
Energy Charge:
First 500 kilowatthours per month at 2.4.47 cents per
kilowatthour+
Additional Kilowatthours per month at 2.445 cents per
kilowatthour+
+As increased or decreased in accordance with
Appendix 1 to the Schedule of Rates and Charges
Minimum Monthly Bill
The customer charge constitutes the minimum mon-
thly bill for all customers served under this rate
scheduled except those customers for which a higher
minimum monthly bill is required undersDistributor's
standard policy because of special circumstances
affecting Distributor's cost of rendering service.
Payment =
Bills under this rate schedule will be rendered mon-
thly. Any amount of bill unpaid after due date
specified on bill may be subject to additional charges
under Distributor's standard policy.
Single-Point Delivery
The charges under this rate schedule are based upon
the supply of service through a single delivery and
metering point, and ars single voltage. If service is
_  supplied to the same customer through more than one
point of delivery or at different voltages, the supply of
service at each delivery and metering point and at
each different voltage shall be separately metered and
billed under this rate schedule.
Service is subject to Rules and Regulations of
Distributor
GENERAL POWER RATE - SCHEDULE GS-6
Availability
This rate shall apply to the firm power requirements
for electric service to commercial, industrial, and
governmental customers; institutional customers in-
cluding, without limitation, churches, clubs, frater-
nities, orphanges, nursing homes, rooming or boarding
houses, and like customers, and other customers ex-
cept those to whom service is available under other
resale rate schedules.
Character of Service
Alternating current, single or three-phase, 60 hertz.
Under A below power shall be delivered at a voltage
available in the vicinity or agreed to by Distributor.
-44ades-3--belisvs- pawar—shalla be &Ulm-al—at a—Van.--
_ staissisa.. saage of 161 kV_ os., suet) tran3:71183km_ ____
voltage is 'not available, at the highest voltage
available in the vicinity, unless at the customer's
request a knwes Standard voltage is agreed UPott.
Base Charges
A. If the customer's demand for the month and its
contract demand, if any, are each 5,000 kilowatts or
less:
LEGAL NOTICE LEGAL NOTICE
Customer Charge: $3.60 per delivery point per month
Demand Charge:
First 50 kilowatts of demand per month, no demand
charge
Next 50 kilowatts of demand per month, at $2.10 per
kilowatt
Excess over 100 kilowatts of demand per month, at
$2.20 per kilowatt
Energy Charge:
First 500 kilowatts per month at 3.879 cents per kWh+ Wh+
Next 14,500 kilowatts ,per month at 2.979 cents per
kWh+
Next 25,000 kilowatts per month at 2.044 cents per
kWh+
Next 60,000 kilowatts per month at 1.799 cents per
kWh+
Next 400,000 kilowatts per month at 1.694 cents per
kWh+
Additional kilowatts per month at 1.659 cents per
kWh+
+As increased or decreased in accordance with
Appendix 1 to the Schedule of Rates and Charges.
B. If either the customer's demand for the month or
its contract demand is greater than 5,000 kilowatts:
Customer Charge: $1,000 per delivery point per month
Demand Charge: $1.91 per kilowatt of demand per
month
Additional charge for any demand in excess of
customer's contract demand: $1.91 - per kilowatt per
month.
Energy Charge: 1.600 cents per kilowatthour per
month for first 20,000,000 as increased or decreased in
accordance with Appendix 1 to the Schedule of Rates
and Charges.
Facilities Rental Charge Applicable Under B Above
There shall be no facilities rental charge under this
rate schedule for delivery at bulk transmission voltage
levels of 161 kV or higher. For delivery at less than
161 kV, there shall be added to the .customer's bill a
facilities rental charge. This charge will be 20 cents
per kW per month except for delivery at voltages
below 46 kV, in which case the charge shall be 55
cents per kW per month for the first, 10,000 kW and 30
cents per kW per month for the excess over 10,000 kW.
Such charge shall be applied to the customer's
currently effective contract demand and shall be in
addition to all other charges under this rate schedule in-
cluding minimum bill charges.
OUTDOOR LIGHTING RATE — SCHEDULE IS
Availability
Available for service to street and -parr-Ilghting
systems, traffic signal systems, athletic field lighting
installations (during prescribed use-period), and
outdoor lighting for individual customers.
PART A — CHARGES FOR STREET AND PARK
LIGHTING SYSTEMS, TRAFFIC SIGNAL SYSTEMS,
AND ATHLETIC FIELD LIGHTING INSTALLATIONS
I. Energy Charge: 2.608 cents per kilowatthour as
increased or decreased in accordance with Appendix 1
to the Schedule of Rates and Charges
•
II. Investment Charge:
The annual investment charge shall be 12 percent of
the installed cost to Distributor's electric system of
the facilities devoted to street and park lighting ser-
vice specified in this Part A. Such installed cost shall
be recomputed on July 1 of each year, or more often
if substantial changes in the facilities are made. Each
month, one-twelfth of the then total annual investment
charge shall be billed to the customer. If any part of
the facilities has not been provided at the electric
system's expense or if the installed cost of any portion
thereof . is reflected on the books of another
municipality or agency or department, the annual
investment charge shall be adjusted to reflect properly
the remaining cost to be borne by the electric system.
APPENDIX 1
I Appendix to Schedule of
Rates and Charges)
The base energy charge in the designated rate





Additional kWh Add 11.00 X A)
Add kWh Sales Add I .829 X A )-.488
+ Exempt kWh is defined as 550 kWh multiplied by the
total number of residential customers served by
Distributor during June preceding the beginning of
each fiscal year (October 1-September 30) of ap-
The amounts,applicable for "A" under Energy Charge
per kWh shall be determined for each montfr by ap.'
plying- eats from TVA's actual operations to the
following formula. These calculated amounts will be
published on or about the 15th of the month precedihg
the month of application and will be applicable to bills
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LINAL NOTICE LEGAL NOTICE
Distributor monthly billing cycles scheduled to beginon or after the second day of each calendar monthbeginning July 2, 1977.
Where.:
A - Amount of increase or decrease in cents per kWh
for the month of application for changes in the cost of
the fuel and of power and energy receipts from other
electric power systems.
A-
C( B-0.750e + F(E-0.750e
.95 (D-G)-
B - Fuel expense in cents per kWh for net commercial
thermal generation for the second preceding month.
C - Total net generation from commercial thermal
generating units in kWh for the second preceding
month.
D - Total sales of energy in kWh during the second
preceding month.
E - Expense in cents per kWh of purchased power and
interchange ( billed economy and nonreplacement
energy) received for the second preceding month.
F - Total amount of purchase power and interchange
( billed economy and nonreplacement energy ) received
for the second preceding month.
G - Total amount of exempt energy sold under
Wholesale Power Rate WS during second preceding
month.
(1) The fuel clause shall provide for periodic ad-
justment per KWH of sales equal to the difference
betweenrothe fuel costs per KWH sale in the base





Where F is the wholesale cost fuel in the base (b) and
cgrent (m) periods, all as defined below:
(2) FB-SB shall be so determined that on the effective
date of the commission's approval of the utility's ap-
plication of the formula, the resultant adjustment will be
equal to zero (0).
Deviation Requested:
APPENDIX 1
May 1977 Appendix to
Schedule of Rates and Charges)
The base energy charge in the designated rate
schedules shall be adjusted as follows:






General Power Rates - GS Series
Enery Charge
Per KWH
Add (1.00 X A)
Add (1.10 X A) - .648
Customers billed under Part "A"
First 15,000 kWh Add 1.08 X A) - .636
Additional kWh Add t 1.03 X A).- .607
Customers billed under Part "B"
First 20,000,000 kWh Add (1.03 X A) - .607
Additional kWh Add (1.00 X A) - .509
Outdoor Lighting Rate - IS, Part A Add (1.06 X A) -
.624
4-Exempt kWh is defined as 550 kWh multiplied by the
total number of residental customers served by
Distributor during June preceding the beginning of
each fiscal year (October 1-September 30) of ap-
plication.
The amounts applicable for "A" under Energy Charge
Per kWh shall be determined for each month by ap-
plying data from TVA's actual operations to the
following formula. These calculated amounts will be
published on or about the 15th of the month preceding
the month of application and will be applicable to bills
rendered from meter readings taken for TVA and
Distributor monthly billing cycles scheduled to begin
on or after the second day of each calendar month
beginning July 2, 1977.
C(13-0.750e) + F)E-0.750e)
.96 (DG)
Where: - 1 -
A - Amount of increase or decrease in cents per kWh
for the month of application for changes in the costs of
suer and of power ana energy receipts from other
electric power systems.
B - Fuel expense in cents per kWh for net commercifil
thermal generation for the second month.
C - Total net generation from commercial thermal
generating units in kWh for the second preceding
month.
D - Total sales of energy in kWh during the second
preceding month.
E - Expense in cents per kWh of purchased power and
interchange (billed economy and nonreplacement
e)iergy ) received for the second preceding month.
F - Total amount of purchased power and interchange
(billed economy and nonreplacement energy) received
for the second preceding month.
G - Total amount of exempt energy sold under
Wholesale Power Rate WS during second preceding
month.
(1) The fuel clause shall provide for periodic ad-
justment per kWh of sales equal to the difference
between the fuel costs per kWh sale in the base period





Where F is the expense of fossil fuel in the base (b)
and current liergods; And S is sales in the base
(b) and current (m) periods, all as defined below;
(2) FR-SB shall be so dete.-mined that on the ef-
fective date of the comtnisslon's approval of the
utility's application of the formula, the resultant ad-
justment will be equal to zero (0).
r22, 1978
LEGAL NOTICE L(CAL NOTICE
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
The Commeigwealth of Kentucky,
Calloway Circuit Court
Cumberland Valley Metals, Inc.,
Plaintiff
Versus




And Defendant Cross -Plaintiff
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment arid order of sale of
the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the May
26th Term thereof, 1978, in the above cause, for
the sum of Forty-five Thousand Seven Hundred
Sixteen and 13/100 Dollars ($45,716.13), with in-
terest at the rate of Ten Percent (10') per an-
num from the 11th day of March, 1976, until paid,
and its cost therein I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of
Murray', Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at
public auction on the 25th day of September.
1978, at 1:00 o'clock, p.m. or thereabout, upon a
credit of six months, the follow ing described
property, to-wit:
Tract 1.
BEGINNING at a stake at the Northeast In-
tersection of a 40 foot road running East and
West and the State Highway just East of and
paralleling the railroad adjoining the City of
Murray, Kentucky; thence East with North edge
of said road 363 feet to an iron stake; thence Nor-
th 100 feet to an irop stake ;.thence West 363 feet
to an iron stake in the East edge of Highway;
thence South with said Highway 100 feet to the
point of beginning.
Tract 2.
A part of Section 26, Township 2, Range 4 East.
Beginning at a stake in the East edge of In-
dustrial Avenue, the Northeast corner of Gran-
tee's present lot; -thence North with said
Avenue 86 feet to a stake; thence East 363 feet to
a stake; thence South 86 ft to a stake at the cor-
ner of Grantee's lot; thence West with their line
363 feet to the point of beginning.
These parcels being the same land conveyed to
I.. D. Miller to Buel F. Stalls by deed dated Mar-
ch 10, 1970, and recorded in Book 143, Page 309 in
the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court.
T-oct 3.
The South half of the North half of 1,t No. 149 in
Bolen's Enlargement to the Town of Murray,
Kentucky, plat of same recorded in Deed book
-P" at Page No. 117 in the office of the Clerk of
the Calloway County Court. The alley on the nor-
th side of the lot herein conveyed and described
to stay an open alley. Said lot herein conveyed
being sixty (60) feet, running north and south,
and about 275 feet, running east and west.
This tract being the same land conveyed by
James Robert Streff and wife, Owen Jeanette
Streff to Buel E. Stalls and wife, Mildred K.,
Stalls, by deed dated April 2, 1966, and recorded
in Deed Book 125, page 545 in the Calloway Coun-
ty Clerk's office.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
execute bond with approved securities, bearing
legal interest from the day of sale, until paid, and
having the force and effect of a judgment. Bid-




Callow ay Circuit Court
PUBLIC NOTICE
The Kentucky Health Systems Agency-West, Inc., is
a non-profit membership corporation designated
under P. L. 93-641 by the Secretary of Health,
Education and Welfare as a health systems agency
to serve western Kentucky. The Purchase Subarea
Health Council is an advisory group to the KHSA-W.
In accordance with its bylaws, the Subarea Project
Review Committee will meet at 5:00 p.m. on
Tuesday, September 26, 1978, to review projects for
the full Council meeting at 7:00 p.m. an October 5,
1978. Both meetings will be held in the conference
room of the Purchase Area Development District,
Mayfield, Kentucky.
KEY FOR TYPE (IF REVIEW:
CN - Certificate of Need
1122 - Section 1122
RC - Review and Comment
FFR - Federal Fund Review
Projects to be reviewed are as follows:
I. life Care Center of LaCenter,
laCenter. Ballard Co . Ky
2. Maplewood Farms Health Care
Center, Inc., Mayfield, Graves Co .
Ky.
3. Crestwood Manor. Mayfield
Graves County, Ky.
4 Fulton So Board of Health
Hickman fulton Co , Ky
5. Fulton-Hickman Co.. Health
Services, Inc , Clinton, Hickman
Co., Ky
6 Ballard-Carlisle Co Health
Services, Inc., Barlow, Ballard Co.,
Ky
Conversion of 20 personal care
beds to intermediate care beds
KM 1122)
Change of ownership (deferred at
August 5, 1978, Council meeting)
(1122)
Change of Ownership (1122)
Elpansion of ending health depart
mint building in Fulton County
(011122)
Establishment of ambulatory care
services (Of 1122)
Establishment of ambulatory care
services (CM 1122)
Clintontiickman Co.Hospital. Construction of Physician s clinic
Clinton, Hickman Co Kr adjacent to hospital (CM)
8 Fulton-Hickman Counties (RC)
Health Sere, Inc.. Clinton, Hickman
County, Kentucky
9 Ballard-Carlisle County Health (RC)
Serv Inc • Barlow, Ballard Co.. Ky
10 Volunteer leseerce Develop (RC)
sent Program
11 Fulton-Hickman Counties 
Application for RuralHealth Sirs . Inc , Clinton. Hickman
Initiative Grant (FFR)County. Ky
12 Ballargarlisle County Health





14 Carlisle County Medical Choir,
Inc., Bardwell, Carlisle Co., ly.
15 Clinton-Hickman Co Hospital
Bd., Clinton. Hickman Co Ky
Health
Application for Rural Health
Initiative Grant (FR)
(FIR)
National Health Services Corps sp.
plication for physicians and dentists
(ffR)
National Health Service Corps ap
Oconee for physicians (FIR)
WANT ADS ARE YOUR BEST BOY
I978 UnIted Feature Syndicate Inc 5122-
"ALMIGHTY DOLLAR OR NOT, GET







be submitted by 12




























Poison Control . 753-7581
Senior Citizens . 753-0929
Needline  753-NEED
learn To Read 753-2288
Foster







DON'T DIE witnout a will!
Blank will form protects
+.-or Your family. 2 forms only $3.
guaranteed' Order today!!
National Reports Box 246,
Niagara Falls, N.Y. 14302.
FOR WATKINS Products,
contact Holman Jones. 217 S.
13th., phone 753 3128.
For an type of drivema
rock, decorative rock, rip rap







Change oil for $1.00








GLASS WORK Auto glass
installed, store front work,
custom made picture
frames, tub and shower
enclosurers, storm doors and
windows repair or replace.
Plate glass, window glass,
plex-a-glass, insulated glass
and mirrors. Patio doors
repair or replace. Also small
home improvement work. M
G Complete Glass, 816















.have A Place To
Work This Winter Buy A
WICKES BUILDING
Call Collect 512-6884











50' Off Each kir with oil. (LT)
4.1N MEMORY
IN MEMORY OF Truman
Stalls, by the -children and
grandchildren.
OUR DADDY
It's been two years now,
we've been without dad, he
was the most precious daddy
that' anyone ever had, he
wasn't very tall, about five
feet eight or so, but tie was
easily the tallest man,that
we could ever know.
He 'always worked so very
hard, to provide for his
family, because he loved
mama, my three brothers,
my sister and me. At times it
seems forever, since Daddy
went away, and then again it
seems, as if it were only
yesterday.
The last few months that
Daddy lived, he couldn't
walk by himself, his
weakened legs wouldn't hold
him up, we helped him every
step. All the years had aged
Daddy, but he was still the
best, his hair had become as
white as snow, but we didn't
love him any less.
Even though the times had
changed, and we had to help
him now, there were times
we didn't know what to do,
but it all works out somehow.
There's no way to describe
the pain we feel, I wouldn't
know where to start, there's
one thing, though. I know for




Immediate opening, good benefits in-
cluding hospitalizatia, salary com-
mensurate with experience. 753-0374.
PERSONS WANTED
--Inventory and pirkurr garden 'seeds
Iron' retail outlets. Overnight .travel
involved, icteal for • retired or semi-'
retired persons. Salary or commission,
travel expenses paid, vehicle fur-
Med. Apply in person to Ferry:
Morse Seed Company, Stephen Beale
De', Fulton, Ky. 42041. 4.
S. LOST & FOUND
LOST: LADIES SMALL
Black clutch purse Lost in
the vacinity of 4th and Main.
Contains important papers
and identification. If found
please call 753-1919 or 751
7618
LOST, TUESDAY Sept. 19,
blue Wilson racket ball
racket and book. In the
vacinity of old Faxton school
road. $10 reward. Call 762-





Wednesdays from 9 am till 4




BRICK LAYERS. 10 Jour-
neyman Masons for light
weight block work. Chestnut
Hill Shopping Center,
Murray Ky. First building
will be a K Mart, pay 50 cents
-per hour above union scale.
Cali 759-4590 between 7 am
and 3:30 pm.
EXPERIENCED painters,
steady work, for interview,
call 753-0839 or 753-5287.
EXPER1ENCEDCAR clean-
up man. Must have ex-
perience. Call 759-4515 from
8-5




full time male help.
Mechanically inclinded will
be helpful. Apply at the store.
NEED BABYSITTER in my
home or yours, 8 to 5, Mon.
thru Fri. Call 753-9237 after
5:30.
NEED HELP with elderly
gentleman Call 753-1690.
NEEDED RELIABLE
person to sit in my home for
hours daily. Call 753-6157
after 6 pm.
PART TIME HELP wanted
at Murray Speed Way. Apply
in person.
PART TIME yard and
garden work Call 753-4607
after 6 pm
QUALIFIED BRICK Mason
positon. Full time, tern
porary. Laying brick pavers.
Length of the pedestrian
overpass on campus. All
necessary material,
equipment and assisting
labor will be provided by the
University. Apply at the
personnel office MSU.
RESPONSIBLE PERSON
wanted to keep 2 small
children in my home Mon..
Fri. Furnish own tran-
sportaton. West of Murray
near Oaks Country Club.
References required. Call
753 3417.
RN or LPN FOR part time
life insurance peramedical
examiner in Murray area.
Prefer someone not working
full time. Flexable hours.
Nursing supervisor will
interview the week of Oct. 1.




perience prefered but not
necessary. full time.. Apply












not necessar but a desire to
work and I a must.
Apply in perstrf at Twin
Lakes Offiie Products, 314
Main St Murray, Ky.
WANTED
Auto Mechanics, good





Chrysler, 2035 S. Irvan
Cobb Drive, Paducah.




my horne afternoon shift.
Two children. Call 753-9924
after 4:30 pm. 
WANTED MAID. Full or
part time, merit pay, class
bonus plan, apply in person
at Regal 8 Inn 517 S. 12th. No
phone calls please. 
WOMAN TO DO
ALTERATIONS. Apply in
person. No phone calls
please Murray Tailor Shop,
418 Main.
WANTED: AMBITIOUS
sales people to train for
-management. Write giving
name, address and phone to
J. Martin 200 S. 12 St.,
Murray, Ky. 42071. 
WANTED FULL TIME,
.r-esponsible, hard working
male, 18 years old or older,
horticulture back ground
helpful. Contact Eddie Jones,
753-1725.
WANTED RNs and LPNs,
good benif its, working
conditons, immediate
openings. Apply at Crest-
wood Manor, 4th and Indiana




honest 22-year-old male with
M.S. degree wants day time
employment. Call Mark 753-
3940.
10. BUS. OPPORTUNITY
A BUSINESS ready to go!
Hazel Lumber Co, complete





PEAL has route openings in
the City of Murray. Contact
Ray Armatys at 901-587-6673. 
11. INSTRUCTIONS
AM LOOKING for guitar
students - all styles - all
ages. Contact Monte Fisher
at Chuck's Music, 753-3442.
HOW INTELLIGENT are
you'? Self-scoring test
reveals I.Q. in 45 minutes!
Send $3 today-guaranteed!!
National Reports, Box 246,--
Niagara Falls, N.Y. 14302
12. I Nal)* ANC E
HOMEOWNERS INSURANCE
25% DISCOUNT IF YOU
QUALITY 511 WATPIE WILSON
FOR MORE INFORMATION.
WILSON INSURANCE AND
REAL ESTATE - 302 N. 12TH •
753-410,
14. WANT TO BUY
COUPLE WANTS water-
front, three bedroom, two
bath or larger brick home.
Will pay cash or terms. Up to
200 acres adjoining or
seperate location also
desired Write Thomas
Patton, 252 E. Bolivar Dr.
Baton Rouge, La. 70815. No
Agents.
GOOD USED vacuum
cleaner, Electrolux. Call 753-
0737 after 5 pm.
USED ELECTRIC
ty pew r i tter in good cond i ton.
Call 489-8226 after 4 pm.
WANT TO Buy a baby bed.
Call 753.60,41.
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE
ANTIQUE RADIO, table
lamps with matching end
tables, 2 coach lights for
home. Call 753-4736
APPROXIMATELY 15' base
and wall cabinrra, also a
coppertone sink, range hood
and cook top. Ca' t 4139 2285. 
BABY HIGHCHAIR, 415
Call 437-4420.
BEAT THE RUSH, fire wood
for sale, cut to your
specifications. Call 436-2724.
DRYER, good condition,
baby bed, play pen, high




table, 6 chairs and buffet.
Maple Philco stereo: sofa
bed, lounge chair. 908 Morton
St., Paris, Tenn. Call 901 642
645.
'TN meensuNers COOK! FOR OW
['PRINTINGJ
Wimch•st•r Siorc•s
102 N. 4th 753-5397
LITTLE GIRL'S 16 inch
bicycle Almost new,
Training wheels included,
$20. CAII 753 4104
AtA
1978 Oldsmobile 98 Regency, 4 door, 7,000 miles,
new car trade in.
1977 Pontiac Grand Pirx, extra nice, ̂aH the ex-
tras.
1977 Oldsmobile Cutlass 442, all the extras, extra
clean.
1977 Pontiac Firebird Esprit, extra clean.
1975 Chrysler New Yorker, new car trade in.
1974 Oldsmobile 98, loaded, needs paint
1974 Ford Pinto, automatic and air, sharp
1972 Ford Pinto, needs a home.
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
1$. ARTICLES FOR SALE 24. MISCELLANEOUS
MAPLE BED, $40. Call 753. FREEZER BEEF Choice
09911.  grain fed agea beef Front
MOBILE HOME tires and quarter 79 cents a pound,
whole or side 89 cents a*heels. $15 each Call 436
pound Hind quarter 99 cents
  a pound hanging weight
4 NEW MAG Polished Food stamps accepted. We
Aluminum wheels. 14 inch also do custom slaughtering
with 2 L 60-14 Goodyear Paris Meet Processing, 642
White letter tires, $160 8201 One mile north of Paris
Phone. 753 7393  on old Murray road. 
ONE GIRLS bicycle. 10 NATURAL REMEDIES
speed. one GM love HANDBOOK!! Lirscla Clark's
seat,toddier size, two nine complete guaranteed time
month old female goats. Call proven natural remedies for
435-4550 after 5 pm  common ailments including -
PORTABLE STEREO and - Alcoholism! Allergies!
speakers. Curtis Mathes. Arthritis! Asthma!
good condition. $150. Call 753- Emphysema! Digestive
0737 or 436 7431  disorders! Heart disease!
High blood pressure!T EE VV.OMENS' nice
coa yellow. Obesity! many others
beigec'aid a black with mink Author of S books, world
recognized authoriity. Freecollar. Also nice fall and
spring dresses, sizes .147,7. details-National Reports,
16,-2. Call 753-3948  Box 246, Niagara Falls. N.Y
14302.TWIN SEARS stroller that
- will convert to carriage with
no extra parts to store Good
condition, seat and canopy
are blue plaid. Also twin
boys' clothing 
20" X 30" BUILDING, in-
sulated, needs to be moved,
$1000. Call 759-1719 
23" ZENITH COLOR tv, $65




We Buy, Sell Or Trade
Used Furniture or Ap-
pliances





$50.00 up: Used Stove,
Electric & Gas $25.00
up: Used Color Black







Service in Paducah call 1
.443 6469. In Murray call Tony
Montgomery 753-6760. 
19. FARM EQUIP. 
FOR SALE Tobacco and
tomato sticks. Call 09-2126.
FOR SALE. 1968 5000 Ford
diesel tractor, $4800 Call 753
9908.
13' 10" INTERNATIONAL
disc and a 2 row gleaner corn
heeder. Call 759-1130
TWO 500 BU grain bins. Call
Leroy Todd at 753 9146 or
evenings, 753-8943.
WANT TO BUY a five foot
bush hog Call 753 2987 
30. SPORTS EQUIP.
NEW SET OF right handed
MG Lite McGregor golf
irons. Retail value at $315.
but will sell at $275 or best




organs, used pianos. Lona rclo
Piano Co. across from Post
Office, Paris, TN
'FOR SALE: Noblet clarinet
and case. Call 767 7030.
8-TRACK player recorder,
including mikes, phones, and
tapes.-Call 436-7121.
27. MOB. HOME SALES
TWO BR Mobile home,
bate, coppertone kitchen,
eyelevel oven, washer and
dryer, gas and electric heat
All new carpets Cal 759 4085
or 7.t.2 5816
TWO BEDROOM-- mobile
home on lovely 1.4 acre
landscaped lot. Great in
vestment at $1000, and take
over payments. Call 753-4736
anytime.
12 X 60, THREE BR, gas,
Partly furnished, nice drapes
3nd carpet, air and ap-
;iiiances_ Extra nice, Call 753
4074 or 753-1177
10 X SS MAGNOLIA. 2 BR,
good conditon. $2900. See at
Riveria Ct or call 753-2380
before 5 pen.
1971 12 X 40. 2 bedroom, all
electric, furnished, nice.
$3400. Call 753-2762
211. MOB. HOME RENTS
2 BR TRAILER for rent.
Shady Oaks Tr. Ct. Call .489-
2533
TWO BR, 12 X 65 mobile
home. 24 X 24 family room.
Call 436.2310 after 12 noon.
12 X 65, THREE BR mobile
home for rent. Deposit and
references required. Call 753-
4509 or 7S3-7357.
31. WANT TO RENT
36. RENT OR LEASE
SPACIOUS Si ALic t corner
lot for trailer between hwy 91
east and 280 near East
Elementry School Wooded
area on west side of lot Call









A K C REGISTERED
Doberman puppies,
champion bloodline, 8 weeks
old, have been wormed Call
1 5813633.
A K C REGISTERED
Dachshund, 4 females, and 2
males. Call 753 5852.
FOR SALE: Pure bred
Himalayans. Call 1-5228004
nights, and 1-522-3232 days.
FEMALE DOBERMAN
Pinscher, registered,
pedigree 3 year old, good
disposition, excellent guard





tine blood line. Also some
blacks Call 901,642 2277,
days or 901-586 5813 nights.
TWO GERMAN Shepherd
dogs, AKC registered. Call
753.0747 after 3 pm.
TWO BEA TLE dogs for sale
One is 18 months old, black
and white, the other is 4
years old and black, white
and tan, registered. Call 1-
474-2302.
O. PUBLIC SALES
A PLANT SALE, 110 N. 10th.,
Fri., Sept. 22 after 5 pm, and
all day Sat., Sept. 23. Norte
Fork Pine, hanging baskets
A BUILDING or room for and others A chair hair
rehearsal purposes Call 759 dryer and small bicycle.
1028.  CARPORT SALE, Sat , Sept
YOUNG MARRIED Couple, 23, 909 N. 18th.
no children, no pets. Call
after 5 pm, 759-4755. 
32. APTS. FOR RENT
FOUR PARTY yard sale.
Sat. from 7.? Women's
uniforms, large sizes,
2 BR FURNISHED apart- childrens clothing, vacuum
ment, inquire at 190 S. 13M-r----c-fekiner, - furniture, dishes
St. and miscelaneous. S. 12th. St.
FURNISHED ONE bedroom
apartment near downtown
Murray. Call 753 4109
NICE UNFURNISHED 6
room apartment Two
bedrooms Close to campus
Call 753.7276
THREE FEDERAL housing,
2 BR unfurnished apart-
ments available in October.
Under the 236 Program.
Inquire or call Murray
Manor LTD, Dugiud Rd., 7S3-
8668.  GARAGE SALE, 1000
34. HOUSES FOR RENT  Westgate Dr., Gatesborough
All day Sat. Sept. 232 BEDROOM brick house for Glassware, clothing, shoesrent, 4 miles west on hwy 3 and miscellaneous. Available November I. Call
753 7493 or 1-466-3311.  SALE AT 617 Ellis Dr., 10 am
till 7 pm, Fri. and Sat. the2 BR HOUSE for rent. .Calif 22nd, and 23rd Shirts, 161,2.
_t, large coats. tickets, 3
NICE WELL INSULATED sweaters, heavy winter
house. 4 miles east, CITY coveralls. fisesra tackle. life
water, couples, no Pets. jackets. insulated boots, 10,"2
references. Call 753-7551.  0, My Buddy tackle box,
NICE 3 BR house, wih stove fishing lures. flower pots,
refrigerator, dishwasher anc planters. . and other
carpet throughout, $300 Per miscellaneous 
month. Call 753 6291 after 5 SALE Saturday, 9 am-6 pm.
pm. Sun. 12-6. 100's of house
FIVE PARTY GARAGE
Sale at Williams Body Shop
on Industrial Rd. Sept. 22 and
23.
GARAGE SALE. Sat. 8.30.2
pm, 106 S. 12th. Clothes,
shoes, household items.
Something for everyone.
Some nice items, cheap. 
GARAGE SALE, Fri. and
Sat. 11 Mulberry St. 9.dark




WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 27, 10 A.M.
114 Weskiegios Street, Paris. Tenn
GOING OUT OF BUSINESS -
APPROX. $50,000 RETAIL INVENTORY




Partial List Wednesday, September 27, 10 A.M.
mer 7.500 pair mer's warren & children shoes. over 5,000 pieces--c's women & children' pants. suits. blouses, etc •
' cash registers. 50 blond oak tables. 301 4' blond oak gondolas
4orage 300 wall shelving pegboard type. approx 711 calculators &
ling machines, approx 20 blond ink record display racks, top.play cabinets. Royal travel typewriter, over So chairs all typc
• r rox 407 type display racks. thousands of hangers, Red ries
-t shaker. sign making machine. aperns 12 Mortar& pr,
,king machines.; OILIVI water coolers. (*seek out counter, foldc. ,,les. approx 50 ADT music systems. over 10,000 pens && pen refills, erasers. over 200 typewriter ribbons. Scotch tap,
,-iples & staplers, paper & paper bustlers. CB radio antennas. (
supplies. purses belts, worpen's & girls coals, mens & women, '.
dakkens sweaters
Fire extinguishers, 'screws - tacks, toothbrushes: over 1.000 gape
paint, 
tennis rackets. lamps - pictures switch boxes, over 541
h•sehrus rd & wall heaters, over 50 cases rash register paper. schooldesks, posters, wire racks, electrical appliances, ballasts - light fix-
tures. mirrors, outside doors. Ranger electric lawn mower, wroughtIrgo4ireplare grates. over 5000 records. dishes - cameras, mint,
electric guitar, sunglasses. large amount of iewelry. screen Isis,
brats of cloth, over 7500 pair shoes, sinks, rhrtetmas display
shirts, mere & boys suit, & sport coats. miens & boys par'
!MR!, & girls dresses wornerts At gl f lit Moth**. many TIM 'ten
Partial List
Thursday, September 28, 10 A.M.
2 Re Allen cash registers, 12 X type clothing racks, 2 round
racks, Victor adding machine. tsn,aII showcases, char k -
Cold Spot air conditioner, 6 card racks, tspy mIrrorc, 21 ,
ladies & girls dresses. ladies & (orls blouses, brae 4inder..e;,,
ladies& Chlith CMS. 7ntl1i & WY, Ponta. mess & ho7s seeks, men'
boys shirts, mens. women& rhildrena shoes, large amount (vow,
jewelry, cigarette lighters, toys. 20 dolls, pictures, cosmetics, Ark
items. film, shoe polish, baby supplies. heater, (II/04 a, heir -atiro,
mewing notions, electric appliances, hair groomers. piety supplo
sladdary, knife sets, wine rocks. Keens too numerowi to ir mit I
4 -
DELTAAUCTION & NEAL ESTATE CO. INC
Executive Offices:
4990 Poplar At Mendenhall




plants, starter to hanging
basket, less than wholesale
prices Avon glass Cornelle,
and antiques. Between 94
East and 280 on Lestodd Rd.
TWO FAMILY yard sale,
Fri. and Sat. Sept. 22 and 23
from 10-5 each day_ Two
miles E. 94, turn left at West
Kentucky Glass Works, onto
Van Cleave Rd., first house
before Wranglers Riding
Club,
YARD SALE on Fri. and Sat.
Sept. 22 and 23, from 8 30 ?
Some antiques, 3rd house
past New Providence Ridinc,
Club Call 492 8500.
YARD SALE 1624 College
Farm Rd. Fri 430 till dark,
all day Sat Record player,
furniture, antique dining
Chairs, small electric aP








YARD SALE . Fri and Sat.,
Sept 22 and' 23. Lots of
clothes, men's sport coats,
all $1. Stereo, tires,
typewriter. 1601 Ridgewood,
1st road to the left past Doran
Rd just off of Wlswell Rd.
43. REAL ESTATE
5 ACRES Inside City Limits
This property is zoned B 2
and R 2 for multiple uses
This property has unlimited
possibilities The person who
buys this property has built
in hedge against inflation
Also included is small horn(





25 ACRES WITH several
beautiful building sites and
.over 1300 ft. of- highway
frontage. Located within
minutes of Ky. Lake. Priced
at $15,000. Phone K OP
PERUD REALTY, 753 1222.
We provide a complete range
of Real Estate Services.
A BEAUTIFUL home with
2,500 square feet of living
area. Antique walnut doors,
staircases and much much
more thru out, 4 bedrooms. 2
baths, central heat and air,
central vacumn system.
Located in Hazel. This fine













water, both for onl)
$3,000.
Weebeads & lveurnes Call
Joe Rogow 436 5676
Aid Nell 753 4461
Pew Ravin 753 11624





4 BR HOUSE, Lynn Groses
garage. storage. Salle me,
.4 acres. "east sere, waives;
business. $.312300 CMS '55.
9.
BET YOU ' Mougnt eau t
never never -
bedroom home n Toctelovvr
location. Pr-ced vs *he QW
teens... Just weiting_for you







We have 3 brand new
homes. Two have 3
bedrooms. One home
has 4 bedrooms. They
are all different and
range in price from
$35,000.00 to $49,500.00
All are carpeted &
have lovely kitchens
All have attached
garages. Call us about
these for surely one of




Y OM I,l, Passe
In Reel Nitrate
753 7774





With The Friendly Touch-
ECONOMICAL LIVI-
NG CLOSE TO
- UNIVERSITY. 4 or -5
bedroom, 3 down & 1
or 2 up, IL-2 baths,
living room & kitchen.






Real Estate, 105 N
12th.
COUNTRY NOME: Extra
large 3 bedroom, 2 bath home
on large lot, attached
garage, fireplace, central
heat and air, and many nice
features. Priced in mid 40's
Located only minutes from
city limits on Locust Grove
Church Road Price reduced.
Phone KOPPERUD




Fern • 75 lures vent 2 miles
of city Waits Hos stock
eater, barns, toliocco ollet-
meat. Noose is ewilitY boat
with 3 heavens, been,
fireplace, 2 car garage This is
KWH fano land with high
prodocinity.
WORE PROPERTY 402 S.
St. This LARGE 2 sport-
meat how.. has 5300 00 iii.
Come per snsiseli, and rise up-
stairs meld be mode into
ariothier apartment with very
little expease. BUT THAT IS
NOT All, Hither apartment
is set apart from this, located
in back reefs for $150.00 per
meetly Al as appreximately I
Pm lot. Tool rental $450.00





at the corner of 3rd and Main
Streets and known as the
Wallis Grocery Building; this
is an excellent location for
any retail business. Priced
realistically at only $22,500.
Phone our office for more
details. KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222
CAN YOU KEEP a secret?
*le can't • We want you to
Snow about 2 good buys...one
vs a 2 bedroom, 1/2 bath,
douleatende mobile home
--i...":ated on approx. 2
az-es.. We also have a 2
bedroom mob •e home on 1/2
ezres Sr- additional
acrobat e.ailable if
setareill_. in East School
:2,striCt.._ Ca- LOR ETTA
.01115 *SAL TC 5, 753-1492.
•a'S




FOR SALE BY OWNER . 2
story apartment house. One
block from court square.
Immediate possession. Call
753-3975
Pro4mi4011•1 Bars ices -
With The Enendly Touch"
Commercial Building,
1510 Sq. F't like new
condition, 40 x 20 office
area, l'' baths, 40 x 43
shop or storage area.
Well insulated, central
gas heat, central air
condition. 2 acres. of
land. Priced in the
50's. Boyd Majors
Real Estate,, 105 N.
12th.
E-R A CERTIFTD
KELLEY'S TERMITE 4 PEST CONTROL
100 South 13th Street
MURRAY KENTUCKY 42071









Floored yid reedy. Up to 17 I 74. Also barn Style, offices rescuesmobile hone ad eas. end mhos, of U BUILD. ve cut ,ornpletely r•odyto assemble up to 24 a 60 ivy the holt far lets
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
BARKLEY LAKE
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.Owner has other interest. -Price
$110,000.




HOUSE AND 6 ACRES Here
is that rare home buying
Opportunity of a good home
plus acreage plus close 10
town location at a reasonable
price Three bedroom brick
borne with central heat and
air and low utility bills, Lot%
of the great outdoors with
apple trees, garden spots and
outside building suitable for
horse stable or storage




HIDEAWAY. Tucked into a
bank making for low energy
bills. 2 bedrooms, living
room, kitchen and bath. .And
as an added bonus, a two bay
clean up shop. All plus Si y
acres already sowed in soy












Weekends & Evenings Coll
Joe Kennon 436 5676
Sod Noll 753 4116.8
Pere Mavity 753 8624






On Wells Boulevard is
one of Murray's better





tral gas heat & central
air. Low utility bills.
Wooded backyard. A
quality home, built to
last.
Purdom & Thurman




LOVELY 3 bedroom, 2 bath
home in Lakeway Shores.
plush carpeting, nice kitchen
With appliances, lake
privileges for residents, this
home is insulated throughout
wih R It, R 19, and R 21 and
is one of the best insulated
homes around. A 400 Amp
breaker box. Walls are on 8"
center, metal outside storage
on concrete slab. Priced










LOTS' Two lots in
Keniana Subdivision,
Priced To Go. Only
$3,000. Call Boyd
Majors .Real FAtate
today for additional in-
formation 753-8080
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th.
FOR SALE
BY OWNER
6 room brick house





fireplace, 1 block from
university. Great location
and home is. in good con-





leaving town, needs to sell
now. Ideal house tor young
couple or older person. This
house will qualify for far
mers home admination loan.
Must see inside to appreciate
how nice the house is. Miller
Real Estate, 24 hour phones
753 5064 or 753 8298.
44. LOTS FOR SALE
BY OWNER, 2 lots in
Croppie IrlolloW, ready to
build on 542500 for both. Call
436-5526 or 436.2410 after 6
Pm.
GOVERNMENT LANDS





Write National Reports, Box
246, Niagara Falls, N.Y.
14302.
SEVEN COMMERICAL lots,
located at the entrance of
Pine Bluff Shores, all joining,
buy one or all. Starting at
$1,500 DONALD R TUCKER
REALTOR, 502 Maple, 753.
4342.
45. FARMS FOR SALE
40 ACRES of good land. 28
tendable acres, some timber,
tobacco base, 2700 It. hwy.
frontage, Old house, log
smoke house, many nice
building spots. 1 mile from
Ky. Lake, New Concord area
$26,000. Charles B.
McCuiston 753-5124.
46. HOMES FOR SALE
2 BR HOME on one acre near
the lake. Priced for quick
sale. Call 436-2628.
IMMEDIATE occupancy.
Quality built with luxury
features. Central gas heat
and electric air conditioning.
Three bedrooms, two baths,
fireplace, loads of kitchen
cabinets. Near Murray High
804 Minerva. Call 753.0196 or
753-7906. 
REDUCED $3000 for irt7;--
mediate sale, three bedroom





1977 HONDA 400-4, maroon
with 2 matching helmets, low
mileage, like new, must sell.
Call 753-5688 or 753-4591.
49. USED CARS
1975 AUDI 100-LS, AM•FM.
tape, air conditioned, new
Mechilin tires, $2900. Call
753-9866 after S pm. 
1962 BUICK LaSabre. Good
transportation. 1971 Datusn
1290 1965 Mustang, 2-2 all in
good conditon. Call 489-2133
or  489 2759 after S pm. 
1970 CHRYSLER New
Yorker, 4-door, fully loaded
and in exceptional condition,








On an acre lot. Rai i 4
bedrooms, 2"/ flaths,
new carpet and newly
decorated. Has central
heat & air, double
garage, family room
and also large game
room. Plenty of room
for family living, both
Inside and out. You
must see te ap-
- predate.
1973 CADILLAC, white, 4-
door, and a 1970 Pontiac,
excellent condition. Call 753-
5561.
1973 CONTINENTAL Town
Coupe, stereo, leather in-
terior, extra clean. Call 753-
2936.
1973 CHARGER, power
steering, brakes, air, AM.
FM cassette, $1600. Call 436-
5366 after 7 pm. •
1968 CHEVROLET Impala,
S.S Triple black, wheels, 76
model 4,54. engine, power
steering,, brakes and air.
Sharp. Call 437-4719. 




paint rrough, $250. Call 753-
3215. L 
1976 DATSUN 280.2, loaded
with ektras. Call (502)-1-443,
7915.
604 Save. litti Street
Plvies (502)7517114
Stormy, koshicky 42071
1974 DATSUN 260 Z, bronz,
air, AM FM.radio, Mitchelin
tires, 47,000 milles. excellent
condition. Call 753.0083
1978 4-DOOR, baby' blue
Caprice Classic with
everything, only 15,000 reileS,
one owner locally owned.
Call 753 9036 after 5 pm. 
1974 EL CAMINO, 46,000 -
miles, good condition. Call
7S3 5945 after kpm.
1972 GRANVILLE Pontlec,
power brakes, steering and
air, 4 door post, leather in
terrior, good shape, $795
Call 753.0085
1978 LTD 11 Brougham, one
owner, 3,000 actual miles, 9
months left on warranty,
loaded with accessories. Call
753 9710._  
1972 OLDSMOBILE -Cutless,
blue with white top, AM-FM
radio, power brakes,
steering, 64.000 actural
miles, clean car. Cell 437-
4719.
1974 PINTO, automatic, air,
cteen, one owner,_81450. Call
753 8117. This is notihil On.
Ford is having trouble with.
1974 PINTO, automatic, Cott
489 2595.
1972 VW Super Beetle, alr
conditioned.. new-urn, V1
cellent condition. Call 753.
9567 atter 5 pm. 
1,67 VOLVQ, runs good, new
tireS. C.117531171.
1971 VW VAN Many extras,
$1500 Call 759 1657
1966 DODGE pickup truck,
automatic, $380. Also a 1975
FMC model 150 Bowlers'
lawn and garden tractor, 14
hp hydrostatic, with 42 Inch
deluxe mower, tool bar with
attachments. $1700 Call 753
6$1 after 3 pm.
0. USED CARS
1973 CHEVROLET pickup
Extra nice, power, air, tilt
wheel, long and wide, $2450.
Call 489 2595.
1977 CHEVROLET; 4 wheel
drive, steering, brakes, air,
4 speed. Call 753.3931 
1971 CHEVROLET pickup,
42,000 miles, very sharp.




trailor, sleeps 8, air con
ditioned. 15' Imperial Bass
boat. Call 437.4794 nights.
CAMPER THAT WILL fit a




Yoteve got a good thing going
with Starcraft. Complete line
travel trailers, pop-ups,
parts and accessories.
Toppers and used campers.
East 94 Hwy., 4 miles from
Murray. Call 753 0605.
52. BOATS & MOTORS
1974 BASS CAT Boat-16 ft.,
fully equiped and power by
115 hp Mercury Price $3000.
Will sell boat and trailer
alone for $1800. If interested
call /53,2915 after 5 pm 
1965 GLASSPAR CABIN
Cruiser, 90 hp Mercury
motor and trailor. Call 437-
4420.
14" POLARCRAFT and
trailer, 35 hp depth finder,
trolliing motor, Bass seats
and steering gears. Call 437-
4285.





weather, white rock and
grade driveways. We have
any size limestone and pea






scaping and painting. Free
estimates, call 436.5570.
BYARS BROTHERS & Soh
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1-
395-4967 or 1 362 495.
BUSH HOGGING, North
Calloway and South Marshall
County. Hurry before the
rainy season starts. 753.2418.
CHIMNEY CLEANING, bird
screens installed, minor
repair work by Cliff Hee9el,




and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489-2774. 
CALLOWAY COUNTY
weekly trash pickup. You
throw it away, we'll haul it
away Yard and garages
cleaned Call 753.3506.
CARPET CLEANING,
vibra back, steam dry
cleaning; references.
Reasonable rates, free




Let us enhance your home
with a personally designed
landscape plan. Call 7591657.
Hutson Greenhouses. 
CAN'T GET those small jobs




small concrete jobs, call 436
2562 after 5 pm.
DO YOU need stump's
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up 10 24"
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
tor free estimate, Steve Shaw
753 9490 or Bob Kemp, 435
4341.
EXPERIENCED interior
and exterior painters with
referances Call 759-1228.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753.2310 for
tree estimates for your
needs.
FOR ANNUAL or monthly
pest control sevice, call 753-






753-2310 for free estimates.
ET YOUR order in for lime
early. We haul from Reeds,
Fredonia, and Three Rivers.
Call 1 382-2646. We also haul
sand and rock. Evetts
Trucking_Co., Lynnville, Ky. 
HAVING TROUBLE getting
those small jobs done? For
all your odd job needs call
753,8056.
J & L BLACKTOP paving
and repairing. Call 753.1537. 
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating. sewer
cleaning. Call 753-7203. 
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
prompt, efficient service,
call Ernest White, 753-0605.
NEED TREES tilt? Landolt
Tree Service. Call George
Landolt, 753-8170.
PIANO TUNING and repair.
Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's
Music Center, 753 3682 or 753-
7149 after 6 pm. 
ROOFING, excellent
references. Call 753-1486





Also, dealers for Volcano
the most efficient wood
burner in America. Solar
King of Mayfield, 247.1253,
607W. Broadway. 
-WATER WELLS. Smith
--Drilling Co., 24 in. wells. Call
1-527-1836 after 5 p.m. 
WOMAN WILL clean house
759 4615.
Si. WANTED
TIMBER WANTED We pay
top prices on standing
timber. Tie logs or
veneering. Call after 5, 489.
2334 Wayne Adams.




*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*if ADINC BRANDS OF COSMETICS
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
NORNBUCILE BARBER SHOP
NEW OFFICE HOURS Closed All Day Wed,
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
PRICE HAIR CUT $1,50 ilia SHAVE $1.25
For Despite( & Wen. Cells Phone 753-4013
NEW 3 BR Brick Veneer home in Fair-view Acres
Subdivision. This is near completion'. Well built
of high quality material on lot 128' x 256', 3 miles
from Murray off 121 Hwy. SE. It has large living
room, kitchen and dining area separately, l
baths, and enclosed garage. Possession with
deed, at price you can afford. to* 40's.
LOTS, LOTS, LOTS 3/4 to 1 acre bats some of the
finest in this area. Located on Old Salem Rd., with
beautiful trees, and lots of shade. These lots are
priced to sell at $6,000. Fine open lots in Fairview
Acres and Lynnwood Estates are $4500, convenient
to Murray. See these for a site to build your dream
house.
TWO Bff MOBILE HOME located just west of
Lakeway Shores, Completely furnished on lot 100' x
200', has porch, 10' x 50'1 storage building, storm
cellar, also plenty of room to place another mobile
home or building on lot. Priced to sell at $11,000.
New Three BR trick veneer home in Lynnwood
Estates. This is a home of large rooms on lot 106' x
200'. We want you to see this home and compare
Price $43,500.
LET US DISCUSS THIS development business with
you. 20.9 acres of prime development property, '/
mile S of Oaks Country Club. This property is plot-
tckl, for 34 lots. Recorded in the County Clerk office
AI approved.
A LARGE 3 BR BRICK home on 121 Hwy. just E of
Lynnwood Estates on large lot of 134 acres. This
property has a large like-new swimming pool. On-
wer will include pool at price of $47,000 or without




2 Miles SE on Hwy. 121
Telephone 753-7333
After Hours Cell
Forest M. Shoulders 753-1071
Stenley Wilsoe 753-7133
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Because we have SOLD so many
properties recently, we need listings.
We have several qualified buyers
waiting.
If you truly want to Sell your proper-
ty list with the company which is
selling,
List With:
The Nelson Shroat Co.,
REALTORS
759-1707
-HELPING PEOPLE IS OUR BUSINESS' '
EVENINGS
Marie Hicks 759-1056 Lou Ann Philpot 753-6843
Nelson Shroat 759-1716
Dave McGinnis 753-8538 Sam Harris 753-8061
Located only 2 miles from town on 1 acre tract of
land. 2 bedroom home with outside storage. Den -
dining combination, fireplace and utility. Large









When you can own this 3 bedroom brick home at
an affordable price. Good home in quiet neigh-
borhood with lovely landscaped yard. Backyard
is fenced and home is neat as a pin throughout.
All the work is already done for you, so don't let
this opportunity pass. This is another choice new









George Gallagher 753 8 1'19
1
1 Grocery doing excellent business oWner woUld
1 like to retire, large building and stock, rental
1 units. Good terms, money maker for right party.
1 Residence located at 205 N. 6th eligible for Far-
mers Home Admn. Loan.
1-17 Acre Farm joining new 641 North about 6
miles north. Good rolling land on improved
gravel road. Building sites and 14 acres of kot-
I torn land for crops.





See us if you have a farmers home admn. loan.
24 Hour Phones
753-5064 - 753-8298
5th Main 753-5064 Murriy, Ky.
Claude L. Miller Broker 753-3059
Now Gerald Carter Salesman 753-8298
REDUCED FROM $45,000
TO $42,500
Tired of the hustle of town, then let us show you
this nice three bedroom brick, located three and
a half miles from town near the Oaks Country
Club. House has remodeled marble bath & new
carpet in the living room. It's situated on a
spacious 125x225 lot dr is nicely landscaped. Only
minutes from town. No appointment necessary










58 acres northeast of Murray near Dexter Mostly good bot-
tomland planted in beans and corn, 40 tendable acres, well priced
at $28,500.
40 acres east of t/exter on Highway 1346, 35 acres tendable with
old home. Don't miss this good buy $32,500
25 acres at Puryear. Tenn 4 acres tendable, the rest in good
)oung timber, secluded yet very accessible 111.900
Commercial lot on 121 North 105' x 312'
3 lots in lakeway Shores
Blackford House on 180 & Coldwater Road. Central gas heat, 5
bdrrns, 3 baths, split into 3 apartments. Excellent joining on 144
acres.
Just IJsted 2 bdrm , one bath home on one acre, on Ky Hie!,
1834 one mile south of Coldwater Nice older home 121,000
3 bedroom house at 113 North 9th Street. Paneled, gas heat, with
outside storage, all for $14,000.
New listing - 2 bdrrn. mobile borne In excellent condition in







H. T. Waldrop 753-1390
Broker
Buying or selling a home? If you're sell-. .
mg, it's not a do-it-yourself weekend
project. Avoid crowds of "lookers" and
embarrassing situations. Call a REAL-
: TOR* who will list your house through the
Multiple Listing Service. Appointments to
show your house are made through one
office. Trust your REALTOR in pricing
your house for sale. A REALTOR has the
experience to give you a fair return at
present day values for your property.
REALTORS provide expert advice in
every phase of real estate. Members of
the Louisville Board of Realtors subscribe
to a strict Code of Ethics. They are real es-
tate professionals ... people you con count
on for sound advice and fair treatment.
LIVE IN THE COUNTRY!
Large 3 bedroom brick home with 2 car garage,
dining room, den, wall to wall carpet, good well.
On Highway 80. In So. Marshall school district. If
you like living in the country you will love this





Prentice Dunn 753-5725 Louise Baker 753-2409
Guy Spann 753-2587 T. C. Collie 753-5172
Just Listed
Five room, 3 bedroom, 1-bath on 10 acres, in-
cluding barn, outbuildings, pond, central heat &











Attractive brick with 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, cen-
tral gas heat & central air, fireplace, kitchen-den
combination, covered patio, fenced back yard,
double carport with extra wide concrete





Prentice Dunn 753-5725 Louise Baker 753-2409;







BUT there is no "Spring Market" in Real Estate
and hasn't been for years. There are just as
many homes SOLD in the WINTER as in the
Spring, especially when they are listed with an
active, resourceful and experienced REALTOR.
We can sell YOUR home NOW just as easy as we
can in the Spring. A home is sold when you have
a buyer and "YOUR" buyer may blow in during
the next day or week. Contact us today!
















Expensive? NO. Quality? YES. Located on a cul-
de-sac among many mature assorted trees this
home features 4 bedrooms, 21-2 baths, large com-
fortable den with fireplace, living room,
separate dining room and a kitchen to delight
even the most meticulous homemaker. More in-
formation available by calling today!
Purdom and Thurman
Real Estate
1 ,  1,1,1 4.110,1f1.
-; 1.4411
Genes a Giles Susy Wells
71'1-1183
Member Multi-listing Service all Hurray Calloway
County loard ol heifers
Is There A Doctor
For The House?
Superb location. . . 2 story colonial design. . . 4
bedrooms, 31/2 baths, sauna, winding staircase in
entry hall, formal living and dining rooms, 2 sets
of french doors opening out on patio. Setting on a
secluded acre. These are the facts - See this
beauty and make it your home by calling Glenda
Smith at 753-1492 or 753-1499.
751-1492..
1200 Sycamore
Sid Jobs 753-6079 Jody Johnston 437-4446
Brenda tones 751-8221 Amos McCarty 751-2249
Glenda Smith 751-1499 Helen Spann 753-8579
' toregla Fobs 753-6079
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The First Baptist Church
will hold revival services
starting Sunday, Sept. 24, and
continuing through Friday,
Sept. 29, with the Rev. Bill F.
Mackey. pastor of the First
Baptist Church, Whitesburg,
as the evangelist, and the Rev.
Robert E. Kersey, associate
pastor of the Fist Baptist
Church, Paducah, as the
director of the music.
Services will be held Sunday
at 10.45 a.m. and seven p.m.,
and Monday through Friday
at twelve noon and seven p.m.,
Rev. Bill F. Mackey
-Evangelist
acrording to the church
pastor, the Rev. Dr. Bill
Whittaker. Lunch will be
served at each week day noon
sevice. The weekly fellowship
supper will be served at six
p.m. Wednesday prior to the
revival service.
The revival choir will meet
at 6:30 p.m. each night to
practice for the worship
service.
Rev. Mackey, a native of
Lancaster County, S. -C., has
served as pastor of churches
In Latta, S.C., and Mid-
dlesboro before going to
Whitesburg in 1969. He has
been active in associational
and Kentucky Baptist Con-
vention work. He is a graduate




he will receive his Doctor of
Ministry degree in December.
Rev. R. J. Burpoe
To Speak Sunday
The Grace Baptist Church,
located at 617 South Ninth
Street, Murray, will hear the
pastor, the Rev. R. J. Burpoe,
speak at the 10:45 a.m. and
6:30 p.m_ worship services on
Sunday. Sept. 24.
Special music at the mor-
ning service will be a duet by
Frances Wyatt and Janie
Smith. Director of music for
the church is Ronald Hardison
with Dwane Jones as organist
and Anita Underhill as pianist.
Nursery workers will be
Linda Black, Jerretta Har-
dison, Dean Downey, and
Sylvia Rickman. For bus
information persons may call
Don Hale, 753-3063.
.Sunday School will be at 9:45
a.m. Sunday. Youth Study
Group and Prayer Service will
be at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday.
The church will hold its fall
revival Oct. 8 to 14 with the




Club of America at the
Murray Vocational School will
begin a sales promotion the
last week in September, ac-
cording to officers of the club.
Some of the items that will
be sold include Old World-
Hickory smoked sausage,
Wisconsin's sharp cheddar
cheese, and varieties of
candy.
The DECA Club would
appreciate the support of the

















The evangelist is married to
the former Kay E. Willis of
Lancaster. S.C., an elemen-
tary school teacher, and they
have two daughters, Anonda
Kay and Mary Elizabeth.
Rev. Kersey, a native of
Tavares. Fla., has been at the
Paducah church since 1966.
Prior to that he served
churches in Orlando, Fla.,
Louisville_ Erlanger, and
Hopkinsville in the capacity of
minister of music, minister of
music and education, and
minister of education. He
attended • Noth - Georgia
College, Florida Southern
College, and Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary,
Louisville, where he received
his Master of Religious
Education degree.
The music director is
married to the former Joyce
Elizabeth McGehee of
Paducah, and they have two
Rey. Robert Kersey
-Musician
sons, Robert E., Jr., and
William Bruce, and one
daughter,Karen Kaye.
The church and the pastor,
Dr. Whittaker, invite the
public to attend the services




Williamson, pastor of the
Sinking Spring Baptist
Church, will speak at the
eleven a.m. and 7:30 p.m.
worship services on Sunday,
Sept. 24. L. D. Warren, deacon
of the week, will assist in the
services.
We've Come This Far By
Faith" will be the selection by
the Adult Choir, directed by
Tommy Scott with Mrs. Scott
as pianist and Mrs. Jim Neale
as orgahist. Mr. Scott will
also sing a solo, "Love Grew
Where The Blood Fell."
This Sunday will be
promotion day for the various
departments in the Sunday
School at .,ten a.m. Church
Training will be at 6:30 p.m.
The Youth Choir will meet
at six pan. for practice and
will sing in the evening ser-
vice. The deacons Till meet at
6:30p.m.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Mrs. Elizabeth Fur-




Church, located southwest of
Coldwater just off Highway
121, will have a gospel singing
on Saturday, Sept. 23., at seven
p.m.
Special guest singers will be
The Visions from Paducah.
The public is invited to attend.
according to the church song
leader, Harold Elkins.
Regular worship services
will be heid Sunday at the
church with Sunday School at
ten a.m. and preaching at
eleven a.m. with the pastor,
the Rev. William Strong, as
the speaker.
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest ai
n. n. EDT, today, furnished to du.
I "leer & Times by First of Michigan
Corp , of Murray are as follows
FIVE MEMORIAL stained glass windows were recently installed at South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist Church in southwest Calloway County. At a recent
dedication service plaques were presented to the families who were responsible for
the windows. The three front windows were given by the family and friends of Edwin
Stark Erwin. Receiving the memorial plaque, left photo, were, from left to right, Mrs.
John F. Malhame, Mrs. E. Stark Erwin, and Mrs. Gerald Dan McNutt. Two side windows
were given by Mrs. Macon Erwin in memory of William Macon Erwin. Mrs. Macon Er-
win is pictured in right photo receiving the memorial plaque from the pastor, the Rev.
Dr. William P. Mullins, jr. The windows were designed and hand crafted by Jack Wallis
of Stella. The memorial plaques hang in the foyer of the church.
St. John Baptist Church
Plans Anniversary Event
The St. John Baptist
Church, located at North
Second and Spruce Streets,
Murray, will observe their
78th church anniversary on
Sunday, Sept. 24, at three p.m.
The church was established
in 1900 by the Rev. Depriest
from Washington Street
Baptist Church, Paducah. In
1909 a small frame building
was erected, and several
years later the present
building was erected.
Air Products
American Motors 6 unc
Ashland Ott 44‘,4i,
American Telephone 60141- L.
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--- Skarku— ._
LAKE DATA -
Kentucky [like 7 a.m. 355.4.
Below dam 302.0, up 0.1.
Barkley Lake 7 a.m. 355.4,
down 0.1.
Below dam 303.4, down 0.5.
Sunset 6 56 Sunrise 8:44.
Stop wastinghot water.
detergent and other laundry
aids. A Frigidaire Water
Level selector lets you match
the amount of water to the
size of your washload-from a
few pieces to a full 18 lbs
Over the years three ad-
ditions have been -added. St.
John's Church has had
seventeen pastors and twenty
deacons, and has licensed five
ministers.
Speaker for the afternoon
program will be the Rev. A.
Taylor, pastor of the Union
Grove Baptist Church,
Puryear, Tenn.
The public is invited to




Federal-State Market Seas Service
Sept. 22,1978
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act 320 Est. 800 Barrou s
Gills 50e-75e higher Sous steady to 50e
higher some
US I-2200-230 lbs $50 00-50 M
feu 115050
US 2-3 20D-240 lbs $49.75-50.0
US 2-3 24(1-2Dil lOs  14t75-49 75
US 2-4260-M0 lbs ,, $47 75-48.75
Sows
I.'S 1-2 270-350 lbs  $41.00-42 00
L'S 1-3 300-500 lb,s $40.00-It 00
L'S 1-3450-500 lbs  41.50-42 50
US I-3500-650111s.  142 50-44 00
fee $4450
I'S 2-3300-500 lbs 139 00-40 00
Boars 132.0-3500
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
A movie stuntman died today
of multiple injuries suffered
when -.he jumped 323 feet
without a parachute from the




A.J. Bakunas, 27, made the
leap Thursday, attempting to
set a free-fall jump record.
Bakunas' estimated speed
of descent after he left the top
story of the Kincaid Towers
was 115 miles per hour. A
canvas and plastic air bag
designed to cushion his fall
burst when he struck it.
He had been in critical
condition in the intensive care
unit of Good Samaritan
Hospital.
The stuntman had said
before attempting the record
leap that he wanted to ac-
complish the feat because, 'f
"Somebody's got to do it."
-I am a professional
stuntman and I have pride in
what I do," Bakunas said.
He said he had always
wanted to excel at one thing —
freefalling from great heights.
He had previously set a
world record, 230 feet, in a
jump from a helicopter.
That mark was bested Sept.
2 by Dar Robinson, who
LIM • • • 286 feet from a
helicopter in Buena Park,
Calif.
Bakunas said he had only
been injured twice in 2,500
Jumps, four of those from
heights of more than 200 feet.
Albert Bakunas, the stun-
tman's father, had said before
the jump that he was "a
proud, nervous wreck."
Lee Majors, star of the
movie, had said a record-
breaking jump would help
publicize the movie.
Pretrial Motions Are
Filed In Gaines Case
HUNTINGDON, Tenn. ( AP)
— Among the pretrial motions
which lawyers are expected to
file today for three Paris,
Tenn., men accused of kid-
napping Jodie Gaines is one
asking that the trial be moved
because of publicity.
Accused are David Michael
Wilson, 25, William Andrew
Dixon, 22, and his brother,
Harvey Douglas Dixon, 20.
Today is the deadline for
pretrial motions in the case
being heard by Circuit Court
Judge James England of
Carroll County.
Among the probable
motions was one requesting a
change of venue because of
widespread publicity about
the April 28 abduction of Miss
Gaines, 18, the daughter of a
McKenzie businessman.
At a Sept. 8 arraignment,
Huntingdon attorney Dwayne
Maddox discussed the
possibility of filing a motion
questioning the makeup of the
Carroll County grand jury that
indicted the trio.
England at that time gave
Maddox - and his partner
Raymond Ivey, appointed by
the court to defend the Dixons,
until today to file pretrial
motions. The same deadline
was imposed for Wilson's
court-appointed attorneys,
Carthel Smith of Lexington
and Franklin Murchison of
Jackson:
Wilson and the Dixon
brothers pleaded innocent to
charges of kidnapping for
ransom, grand larceny and
use of a firearm in committing
a felony.
A trial date for the three is
expected to be set after
England schedules a hearing
on the pretrial motions.
This Frigidaire Jet Cone Washer gets clothes cleaner than
the best selling brand's best washer.*
Take a look at a Frigidaire Jet Cone Washer. It'll knock your
socks oft! Independent laboratoLy tests have proven that
Frigidaire's Jet Cone washingaction circulates the
wash load three times more often per regular
wash cycle. And gets clothes cleaner than
the best selling brand's best washer.'
-Tested in accordance with AHAM's Standar/
HLW-1 Soil Removal Test using a 15-lb
dry weight enured cotton tett load.
Frigidaire s exctusive up and down washing action
pulls clothes down to the bottom of -the tub where
the cleaning power is the greatest. And this is one
of the keys to getting your tlothes cleaner than
the best selling brand's best washen.,:t
For dependable Heavy Duty service: The
exclusive Frigidaire floller-matic mechanism. No
gears to wear out, no oil to leak!
To help loosen soil before agitation begins, the
exclusive Jet Circle Spray system starts drenching
clothes as soon as the water turns on.
Don't wait a day longer to put Frigidaire cleaning
power to work for you. Especially if yours is a
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